
I. Introduction

Title:

The title of my thesis is “Application of Shringara Rasa in Kalidasa’s

Abhijnanashakuntalam.”

Purpose:

The main purpose behind writing this research work is for the submission to

the Central Department of Sanskrit under the Faculty of Humanities and Social

Sciences in partial fulfillment for the requirements of the tenth paper of the second

year for the Degree of Master of Arts in Sanskrit.

Objectives:

Its main objective is to study the play Abhijnanashakuntalam for the

application of shringara rasa. Here in the research work, shringara rasa, along with its

permanent mood or sthayibhava Rati, is described in details and other rasas are only

slightly discussed as they are not the primary focus of this very research.

Hypothesis:

The great poet Kalidasa applies Shringara rasa in the play

Abhijnanashakuntalam to elevate love from mere physical pleasure to an experience

that is highly spiritual.

Review of Literature:

Kalidasa’s works are a major contribution to take Sanskrit literature to the

forefront of all other literatures. Abhijnanashakuntalam is the play that is regarded as

his masterpiece. The perfection in his art has always attracted the appreciation of

critics. Two major poets of the seventh century, Dandi and Bana, have praised

Kalidasa’s works. Dandi has appreciated Kalidasa for refining the vaidharbha style.
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Banabhatta, the famous author of the Kadambari, speaks of him in the following

words:

lgu{tf;' g jf s:o sflnbf;:o ;"lStif' .

k|Lltd{w'/;fGb|f;' d~h/Llijj hfot] ..

(The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa xxiv)

H. L. Shukla has given the meaning of these words as “who will not delight at the

sight of Kalidasa’s fine sayings like honey-laden shoots, so fresh and sweet?”

(Shukla116). Such appreciation for Kalidasa’s work came not from one or two poets,

but his works are admired and followed by all even today. Almost every Sanskrit

scholar has in his mouth the following memorable verse:

sfJo]if' gf6s+ /Do+ tq /Dof zs'Gtnf .

tqflk r rt'yf]{˜ª\s:tq Znf]srt'i6od\ ..

(The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa xxv)

It means among the kavya the drama is the most charming. Among dramas the

Shakuntala is especially charming. Even there the fourth Act is the best. And lastly,

the four shlokas of the Act are especially most beautiful. Appreciating Kalidasa’s

genius K. Krishnamoorthy writes:

Kalidasa’s genius is as much evident in his poems as in his plays. We

have seen that love occupies a central place, whether, he writes a lyric

or an epic like the Kumarasambhava. All his three plays, again, centre

upon love. (Krishnamoorthy 52)
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Robert E. Goodwin in the second chapter of his book The Playworld of Sanskrit

Drama writes:

The aesthetic-erotic ideal of kavya as thematized in the mythic

framework of the Shakuntala seems to prove that any flirtation with

Eros inevitably subverts lila’s transcendent claims. A curse hangs over

the solipsistic garden-world of the first three Acts, which can be lifted

only when the rasika seeks to translate the Sri of his imagination into

the real world with its social and practical implications.The Shakuntala

moves to the side of desire for fulfillment of the promise enshrined in

the erotic paradise: the utopian hope of happiness in love supported by

a social system that honors the sentimental ideals of the heart.

(Goodwin 56)

In the play Abhijnanashakuntalam Shakuntala and Dushyanta enjoy both the aspects

of the erotic sentiment. They meet in the hermitage of Kanva and love each other. In

the first three acts of the drama Kalidasa applies Sambhoga Shringara rasa.

From the time Dushyanta leaves Shakuntala waiting for him Kalidasa

introduces Vipralamba Shringara. These two aspects of Shringara rasa one after the

other dominates the drama. It is not just a love story where lovers unite, separate and

reunite. It is a drama where Kalidasa has given the true meaning of love. Here love

gets matured through separation. The basic Vibhava of Shringara rasa is beauty.

Sadhu Ram has rightly pointed out that desire for beauty is the basic instinct of man:

The yearning of the human soul for beauty is an eternal instinct deeply

embedded in human nature. With a poet, this search for beauty

becomes a burning passion. The poet is ever anxious to catch the
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flitting form of beauty and to give expression to its elusive charms.

(Ram 177)

An artist never loses any opportunity in representing this beauty in art. Through this

representation rasa is created. Through his treatment of rasa Kalidasa in his

Abhijnanashakuntalam has dealt with both levels of beauty, physical and spiritual.

The lines:

She’s right in what she says, with rounded breasts concealed by

cloth of bark fastened at the shoulder in a fine knot her youthful

form enfolded like a flower in its place leafy sheath unfolds not

its glory. (I, Rajan 177)

These erotic lines from the drama are a description of the physical beauty of

Shakuntala. But Kalidasa is not concerned only with the Sambhoga Shringara where

there is only physical union. He concentrates on the spiritualization of love.

The very core of the Sanskrit Natya theory is the creation of "Rasa". The word

Rasa is derived from the root 'rasah' meaning sap or juice, taste, flavor, relish. The

extract of a fruit is referred to as 'rasa,' which itself is the essence of it, the ultimate

flavor of it. Bharata succinctly encapsulates the theory of Rasa in his most famous

formula-like Rasa sutra thus: " ljefjfg'efjJolerfl/;+of]ufb\ /;lgiklQ M." (Kavya Prakasha 64).

The critics like Bhatta Lollata, Shree Shankuka, Bhattanayaka and Abhinavagupta

came up with their own theories of rasa. They were not insensible to the sweetness of

rasa but worked largely to prove and establish their theories to be relevant. In contrast

to these critics, there were poet critics like Pravarasena, Kalidasa, Bhavabhuti and

Murari who aimed at enjoying the beauty of rasa. They “distinctly favoured this

school and were even enthusiasts of it” (Sankaran 40).
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Meghadutam is the perfect example of his use of Vipralambha Shringara.

Karuna and Veera rasas dominate Raghuvamsam.The dominating rasa in his play

Abhijnanasakuntalam is no doubt Shringara, but Kalidasa knows that man has several

other sentiments ingrained in him. So he deals with Karuna, Raudra, Veera and

Shanta rasas, too.

In the drama Kalidasa has deviated at various places from the original story

depicted in the epic Mahabharata. Kuntaka a contemporary of Abhinavagupta, names

such a change as prakaranavyakrate. According to him “change introduced by the

poet in the incidents of the traditional plot is justified only as contributing to the easy

and natural development of Rasa” (Sankaran 127).

The treatment of rasa by Kalidasa in his works has been highly appreciated by

all his readers. Also it cannot be denied that his works are of high quality. But there

are instances in his works that raise certain questions, like what kind of rasa is this?

The play Abhijnanashakuntalam “might be made effective in producing aesthetic

experience if presented from the point of view of the suffering heroine” (Warder 149).

Warder has also raised the question on the kind of rasa produced as the king forgets

Shakuntala:

Unfortunately Kalidasa has not done this but has the king dominate the

stage throughout. What is his emotion when, due to the curse, he has

completely forgotten his love? How can we imagine such a thing,

which is completely outside our experience? What rasa can we have

from it? In short, the play does not deal with human experience. It is a

fairy story, which perhaps has religious or philosophical significance.

(Warder 149)
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Warder has himself answered it as an emotion not understood by human brains,

because the play contains an excess of fairy tale elements. Similar questions on the

type of rasa have been posed by other critics, too. But such remarks are very few and

quite insignificant to disgrace Kalidasa’s application of shringara rasa in his works as

K. Krishnamoorthy writes:

Kalidasa shows his soundness of judgement in divesting the shringara

rasa from its association with adbhuta in his Malavikagnimitra (a semi-

historical play) and with low comic hasya in Vikramorvasiya and

Shakuntala (legendary plays). (Krishnamoorthy 52)

It is due to this perfect utilization of shringara rasa in Abhijnanashakuntalam that it

has been awarded as the crown of Kalidasa’s plays.

Methodology:

Intensive study of the text is the core point of this research. The critical

writing and reviews available on both the author and the text are thoroughly studied.

Rasa theory has supplied the theoretical tool to study the text for the application of the

Shringara rasa in the concerned drama.

In addition, internet, library consultation and related commentaries are used

as supportive materials. Moreover, the guidance from respected gurus and the help

from friends are further inspiration to bring the thesis into its complete shape.

Chapterization:

The present dissertation consists of the five main chapters.

I. Introduction:

It simply introduces only the major aspects of the research work in short.

II. Kalidasa and Oriental Dramaturgy:
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Chapter two gives a brief sketch of Kalidasa’s life and his works, his date and

the place of his origin, and his predecessors, successors and his influence on them.

Besides these, it also deals with origin and characteristics of Sanskrit drama to some

extent.

III. Theoretical Approach:

Rasa theory, which is a study on the evolution of rasa in dramatic

performance, is used merely as a theoretical tool to study the text for the application

of Shringara rasa in the concerned drama. Hence, Shringara rasa, along with its

sthayibhava Rati, is described in details and other rasas are only slightly discussed as

they are not the primary focus of this very research.

IV. Textual Analysis of the Play:

The fourth chapter, right after the discussion of synopsis of the play,

emphasises on reflection of Shringara as a dominant rasa in the play

Abhijnanashakuntalam. To some extent, development of the theme along with the

sources of the play in brief, nature in the play and finally justification of the title in the

play are also slightly dealt with.

V. Conclusion:

The very concluding chapter shows how far Kalidasa was successful in

applying Shringara rasa in his play Abhijnanashakuntalam.

Works Cited
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II. Kalidasa and Oriental Dramaturgy

Kalidasa’s Life and His Works

Kalidasa was a renowned Classical Sanskrit writer, widely regarded as the

greatest poet and dramatist in Sanskrit language. His is the first great name in Sanskrit

literature after Ashvaghosha, a philosopher and poet believed to have been the first

Sanskrit dramatist and considered the greatest Sanskrit poet prior to Kalidasa.

Moreover, Kalidasa is known as a supreme poet of love and no doubt his treatment of

Shringara has earned for him the widest popularity. Shringara rasa has met with its

indiscriminate treatment by all and diverse, down the ages. Kalidasa alone among the

classical poets in Sanskrit maintained a dignity, even when absorbed in setting out

love’s amours or displaying eroticism. In a way he alone touched the heart of intensity

while being vigilant to restrain the mind from wallowing in sensuousness. His culture

and traditional upbringing in the epics taught him that the supreme merit of love lay

not in its physical attraction but in its sublimation.

He has described nature, beauty and love with exceptional minuteness. His

works clearly reflect the ancient Indian culture and civilisation. For his perfection in

poetry he has been called as Mahakavi and Kavikulaguru. The key to his perfect art is

his graceful presentation of aesthetic beauty where human emotion is the soul of his

artistry and nature’s beauty is the charm. His mastery over sound and language and

brevity in style has showered utmost satisfaction on his readers.

Kalidasa’s works are a major contribution to take Sanskrit literature to the

forefront of all other literatures. Abhijnanashakuntalam is the play that is regarded as

his masterpiece. The perfection in his art has always attracted the appreciation of

critics. Two major poets of the seventh century, Dandi and Bana, have praised

Kalidasa’s works. Dandi has appreciated Kalidasa for refining the vaidharbha style.
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Banabhatta, the famous author of the Kadambari, speaks of him in the following

words:

lgu{tf;' g jf s:o sflnbf;:o ;"lStif' .

k|Lltd{w'/;fGb|f;' d~h/Llijj hfot] ..

(The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa xxiv)

H. L. Shukla has given the meaning of these words as “who will not delight at the

sight of Kalidasa’s fine sayings like honey-laden shoots, so fresh and sweet?”

(Shukla 116). Such appreciation for Kalidasa’s work came not from one or two poets,

but his works are admired and followed by all even today. Almost every Sanskrit

scholar has in his mouth the following memorable verse:

sfJo]if' gf6s+ /Do+ tq /Dof zs'Gtnf .

tqflk r rt'yf]{˜ª\s:tq Znf]srt'i6od\ ..

(The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa xxv)

It means among the kavya the drama is the most charming. Among dramas the

Shakuntala is especially charming. Even there the fourth Act is the best. And lastly,

the four shlokas of the Act are especially most beautiful. Appreciating Kalidasa’s

genius K. Krishnamoorthy writes:

Kalidasa’s genius is as much evident in his poems as in his plays. We

have seen that love occupies a central place, whether, he writes a lyric

or an epic like the Kumarasambhava. All his three plays, again, centre

upon love. (Krishnamoorthy 52)
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Robert E. Goodwin in the second chapter of his book The Playworld of Sanskrit

Drama writes:

The aesthetic-erotic ideal of kavya as thematized in the mythic

framework of the Shakuntala seems to prove that any flirtation with

Eros inevitably subverts lila’s transcendent claims. A curse hangs over

the solipsistic garden-world of the first three Acts, which can be lifted

only when the rasika seeks to translate the Sri of his imagination into

the real world with its social and practical implications.The Shakuntala

moves to the side of desire for fulfillment of the promise enshrined in

the erotic paradise: the utopian hope of happiness in love supported by

a social system that honors the sentimental ideals of the heart.

(Goodwin 56)

In the play Abhijnanashakuntalam Shakuntala and Dushyanta enjoy both the aspects

of the erotic sentiment. They meet in the hermitage of Kanva and love each other. In

the first three acts of the drama Kalidasa applies Sambhoga Shringara rasa.

From the time Dushyanta leaves Shakuntala waiting for him Kalidasa

introduces Vipralamba Shringara. These two aspects of Shringara rasa one after the

other dominates the drama. It is not just a love story where lovers unite, separate and

reunite. It is a drama where Kalidasa has given the true meaning of love. Here love

gets matured through separation. The basic Vibhava of Shringara rasa is beauty.

Sadhu Ram has rightly pointed out that desire for beauty is the basic instinct of man:

The yearning of the human soul for beauty is an eternal instinct deeply

embedded in human nature. With a poet, this search for beauty

becomes a burning passion. The poet is ever anxious to catch the
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flitting form of beauty and to give expression to its elusive charms.

(Ram 177)

An artist never loses any opportunity in representing this beauty in art. Through this

representation rasa is created. Through his treatment of rasa Kalidasa in his

Abhijnanashakuntalam has dealt with both levels of beauty, physical and spiritual.

The lines:

She’s right in what she says, with rounded breasts concealed by

cloth of bark fastened at the shoulder in a fine knot her youthful

form enfolded like a flower in its place leafy sheath unfolds not

its glory. (I, Rajan 177)

These erotic lines from the drama are a description of the physical beauty of

Shakuntala. But Kalidasa is not concerned only with the Sambhoga Shringara where

there is only physical union. He concentrates on the spiritualization of love.

The very core of the Sanskrit Natya theory is the creation of "Rasa". The word

Rasa is derived from the root 'rasah' meaning sap or juice, taste, flavor, relish. The

extract of a fruit is referred to as 'rasa,' which itself is the essence of it, the ultimate

flavor of it. Bharata succinctly encapsulates the theory of Rasa in his most famous

formula-like Rasa sutra thus: " ljefjfg'efjJolerfl/;+of]ufb\ /;lgiklQ M." (Kavya Prakasha 64).

The critics like Bhatta Lollata, Shree Shankuka, Bhattanayaka and Abhinavagupta

came up with their own theories of rasa. They were not insensible to the sweetness of

rasa but worked largely to prove and establish their theories to be relevant. In contrast

to these critics, there were poet critics like Pravarasena, Kalidasa, Bhavabhuti and

Murari who aimed at enjoying the beauty of rasa. They “distinctly favoured this

school and were even enthusiasts of it” (Sankaran 40).
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Meghadutam is the perfect example of his use of Vipralambha Shringara.

Karuna and Veera rasas dominate Raghuvamsam.The dominating rasa in his play

Abhijnanasakuntalam is no doubt Shringara, but Kalidasa knows that man has several

other sentiments ingrained in him. So he deals with Karuna, Raudra, Veera and

Shanta rasas, too.

In the drama Kalidasa has deviated at various places from the original story

depicted in the epic Mahabharata. Kuntaka a contemporary of Abhinavagupta, names

such a change as prakaranavyakrate. According to him “change introduced by the

poet in the incidents of the traditional plot is justified only as contributing to the easy

and natural development of Rasa” (Sankaran 127).

The treatment of rasa by Kalidasa in his works has been highly appreciated by

all his readers. Also it cannot be denied that his works are of high quality. But there

are instances in his works that raise certain questions, like what kind of rasa is this?

The play Abhijnanashakuntalam “might be made effective in producing aesthetic

experience if presented from the point of view of the suffering heroine” (Warder 149).

Warder has also raised the question on the kind of rasa produced as the king forgets

Shakuntala:

Unfortunately Kalidasa has not done this but has the king dominate the

stage throughout. What is his emotion when, due to the curse, he has

completely forgotten his love? How can we imagine such a thing,

which is completely outside our experience? What rasa can we have

from it? In short, the play does not deal with human experience. It is a

fairy story, which perhaps has religious or philosophical significance.

(Warder 149)
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Warder has himself answered it as an emotion not understood by human brains,

because the play contains an excess of fairy tale elements. Similar questions on the

type of rasa have been posed by other critics, too. But such remarks are very few and

quite insignificant to disgrace Kalidasa’s application of shringara rasa in his works as

K. Krishnamoorthy writes:

Kalidasa shows his soundness of judgement in divesting the shringara

rasa from its association with adbhuta in his Malavikagnimitra (a semi-

historical play) and with low comic hasya in Vikramorvasiya and

Shakuntala (legendary plays). (Krishnamoorthy 52)

It is due to this perfect utilization of shringara rasa in Abhijnanashakuntalam that it

has been awarded as the crown of Kalidasa’s plays.

Kalidasa in his play Abhijnanashakuntalam satisfies all the expectations of the

spectators. The earthly excitement is fulfilled through the love of Dushyanta and

Shakuntala. Their places of union give the feeling of heavenly presence. Herder of

Germany, Nicolai Karamazina of Russia and Friedrich Schegel are few more scholars

who attracted the western world towards Kalidasa’s works. The western critics did not

restrict their study to Shakuntala. Other works of Kalidasa were also equally

appreciated. Vikromarvashiya was translated into Russian by Lenza in 1842. It was

retranslated by Friedrick Bollenzena in 1846. Goethe translated Meghadutam from H.

H. Wilson’s English translation of the same work. Wilson translated Vikramorvashiya

and Malavikagnimitra was made known to the Europeans by Wilson’s translation into

English. He named his translations as Urvashi won by Valour and Malavika and

Agnimitra respectively. Ruekert translated a few verses from Raghuvamsham. Griffith

translated Kumarsambhavam into English. The great Indian men like Rabindranath
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Tagore and Shree Aurobindo were the men who actually helped the western critics to

understand Kalidasa and take him to their countries. Tagore writes:

This ancient poet of India refuses to recognize Love as its own highest

glory. He proclaims that Goodness is the final goal of Love. He teaches

us that the Love of man and woman is not beautiful, not lasting, not

fruitful, so long as it is self-centered, so long as it does not beget

Goodness, so long as it does not defuse itself into society over son and

daughter, guests and neighbours. (Sarma 7)

According to Tagore Kalidasa was “the beginning of all beginnings”.

The western critics made in-depth study of the style of Kalidasa’s works.

They also compared and contrasted his artistic skills to their literary geniuses like

Virgil, Homer, Shakespeare, etc. Monier Williams has compared the various aspects

of the Sanskrit dramatist’s work Shakuntala:

Shakuntala combines the majesty of Homer with the tenderness of

Virgin, the luxuriance of Ovid and the depth of Shakespeare. And yet it

is simple and contains enough to suggest the old Athenian boast of

beauty without extravagance. (Shukla 124)

Williams has paralleled Shakuntala with the best works of Homer, Virgil and

Shakespeare and has found uncomparable beauty independent of any criticism.

William Jones has seen Kalidasa as the Shakespeare of India. But the tender feeling

and rich imagination of Kalidasa’s multifarious creations are beyond all comparison.

In spite of his great works Kalidasa had to face the criticism of Anandavardhana,

Vishwanatha, Amritananda, Panditaraja Jagannatha and many more. But their

criticism was not so strong to fossilize his great creations. His works are still alive as

masterpieces of Indian classical literature. Kalidasa has written three dramas–
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Malavikagnimitram, Vikramorvashiya and Abhijnanashakuntalam all of them

exhibiting his strict adherence to the rules of Sanskrit dramaturgy. But their beauty

lies in his power to delineate human emotions in their manifold expressions.

Regarding the plays of Kalidasa, K. Krishnamoorthy comments:

In the first play, the king’s conquest in love is not crowned with a

heir’s birth. The myth of the nymph and the hero is also bound up with

the birth of a heroic son in the second play. But in the third, the

reunion of the broken family is integrally bound up with and has the

primary goal of getting a mighty son as heir, one fit to be the first of a

line of great kings. (Krishnamoorthy 67)

His wonderful development of wisdom and thought enabled him to express these

emotions with all its exactness. One enjoys his plays for his skill of narration which is

marked in his plots. It is the characteristic of any Sanskrit drama to take the plot either

from the history or epic legend. Shakuntala and Vikramorvashiya are inspirations

from epic legends. But the plot of Malavikagnimitra is the depiction of the story of

actual historical figures Malavika and Agnimitra. Sadhu Ram has commented on the

originality of Kalidasa’s plots:

They are taken from old sources, except that of Malavikagnimitra, and

are so enriched and transformed by his genius and creative imagination

that they seem almost original. By his subtle and natural devices, and

by the introduction of minor characters and incidents, he almost gives

us a new creation. (Ram 165)

His plays are not a reproduction of the epic. They have only inspired Kalidasa. He has

manipulated these stories so beautifully that they seem original. The last two acts of

Shakuntala are Kalidasa’s own creation. The simple, direct and brief dialogues make
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his language easy and effective. His power of characterization reveals his clear

understanding of the tender emotions of human heart. Kalidasa knew well that no

heart accepts a tragic end to life. Hindu philosophy too believes that there is light after

every darkness. Hence no story of Kalidasa ends in permanent separation of the

lovers. He was concentrated equally on theme, plot, dialogue, characterization and

poetry as well.

The date of the great poet’s life and parentage is puzzling but this rarely

affects the beauty of his works. His poetic excellence has created twenty-seven works

of diverse kinds. Seven of these works are unanimously accepted as authentic works

of Kalidasa. The Encyclopedia Britannica has divided them into three groups. These

are the plays, the epics and the poems. Shakuntala or Abhijnanashakuntalam,

Vikramorvashiya and Malavikagnimitra are the plays. The epics include

Raghuvamsam and Kumarasambhavam. Meghadutam and Ritusamharam are his

poems.

Each piece of art has its own loveliness and grandeur. In fact, the play

Abhijnanashakuntalam is the crown of Kalidasa’s poetic excellence. He tells the story

of King Dushyanta’s love for the hermit girl Shakuntala. The story moves from love

at first sight to secret marriage. Later rishi Durvasa’s curse falls upon her. She is

forgotten by the king. Finally there is reunion in Kashyapa’s hermitage. The dramatic

skills and poetic diction heighten the pathos and tender emotions of the heroine.

Vikramorvasiya is composed in five acts. Kalidasa has borrowed the theme from the

Rigveda. He blends it with events both terrestrial and celestial. “Dr. Wilson has

rightly pointed out,” says Bhagawat Saran Upadhyaya that, “Fate is the ruling

principle of the narrative and the monarch, the nymph and the sovereign of the gods

himself are portrayed as subject to the inscrutable and inevitable decrees of destiny”
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(Upadhyaya 284). Here too the heroine, Urvashi incurs a curse upon her. Thus,

separating her from her lover Pururavas, Urvashi, an apsara (a celestial nymph) is

kidnapped by the demons. King Pururavas hears this and goes to rescue her. During

this he falls in love with Urvashi. But after some time Urvashi is transformed into a

tree as she enters the forbidden grove of Kumara. Thus the separation begins. As

directed by a voice from the heaven the grief stricken Pururavas embraces the vine.

The tree is transformed back to Urvashi, thus the reunion takes place.

Unlike the other plays Malavikagnimitra depicts the court life of the Sunga

emperor Agnimitra. This play is also written in five acts. The hero, Agnimitra is a real

historical figure. He falls in love with one of his queen’s attendants, who is finally

revealed as Malavika, the princess of Vidarbha. Two of his queens oppose his love

with the attendant. The eldest queen, Dharini reacts to the king’s relationship with an

attendant, as it is not the dignity of the king to marry an attendant. On the contrary

Iravati, the youngest is jealous. Kalidasa does not show the heroic details in the play.

The intrigue is restricted to the court. It is an intrigue at court, very different from

other Sanskrit dramas. Kalidasa’s works are remarkable for their poetic excellence.

But Malavikagnimitra is more prosaic. Raghuvamsham is composed of nineteen

cantos. The epic begins with an invocation of Lord Shiva and Parvati. Then the “Line

of Raghu” begins with Dilipa, Raghu, Aja, Dasaratha and the birth of Rama. His

youthful exploits are seen in Canto XI, the poetic description of his victory over

Ravana and his return to Ayodhya in Canto XIII. The following cantos are centred

upon Lord Rama’s sons, Luv and Kush. The two concluding cantos are a shadowy

treatment of the last twenty -four Raghuvanshis. Raghuvamsham dealt more with

Lord Rama, the avatar of Vishnu. Kumarasambhavam is the legend of Shiva.

Unfortunately only seventeen cantos, i.e., only the first part of the poem is available to
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us. It is not clear if Kalidasa left it unfinished or the second part was lost. The poem is

more a dramatic poem than an epic. It is the lyrical description of the love between

Shiva and Uma, i.e., Parvati, the birth of Kartikeya i.e., Kumara and Shiva’s victory

over the demon, Taraka.

Meghadutam is a “poem of longing and separation”. The “megha” i.e., cloud

is the messenger of the lover. A certain yaksha, because of his negligence of duty was

cursed by his Lord, Kubera. He was exiled for one year. He had to leave his newly

wedded wife and live in Ramgiri ashrama. It was in the month of Ashadha i.e., June-

July he saw the new rain bearing clouds that is propelled by south -east monsoon. The

cloud was on its usual route towards the north. In the north was Alakapuri in the

Himalayas, where his newly wedded wife lived. On seeing the clouds moving towards

Alakapuri he was filled with pangs of separation and thus addresses to the cloud and

entreats it to carry his message. His entreating the cloud to take a northerly route and

go to Alkapuri and pass the message to his beloved wife is what testifies to the great

imaginative ability of Kalidasa. The curse motif is prevailing in this poem too.

Meghadutam also reverberates with Shiva’s presence. It is a harmonious blending of

music, imagination and feeling in hundred and twelve strophes. It is composed in

“Mandakranta” metre to suit the speed of the clouds. Ritusamharam is the description

of the six seasons of the Hindu tradition. It is an assembly of hundred and forty-three

stanzas. These stanzas are description of the natural beauty of each season. The

seasonal beauty is attached to human sentiments. Regarding the themes of the poems

Ritusamharam and Meghadutam V. Raghavan writes:

The theme of the poem on the seasons is that when the seasons change,

the changes only enrich the love of man and woman with variegated

expression. In the Cloud Messenger, a lover punished by his master
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with separation from his beloved, a penalty for his over-indulgence,

imagines a messanger in a passing cloud and sends a message of hope

and reunion to his beloved pining in a distant city. (Raghavan 67)

There is a very minute description of the geography of the western Malwa. The poem

is probably the first of Kalidasa’s works, for it lacks the artistic unity one finds in the

other mature works of Kalidasa.

Kalidasa, who represents the Augustan age of Sanskrit poetry, is a versatile

and exceptional talent. Regarding the writing styles of Kalidasa, K. Krishnamoorthy

writes:

His use of simile and metaphor, poetic fancy and hyperbole, even pun

and paradox, is very masterly. His fancies are always fresh and carry

the stamp of a vivid imaginative vision. Any verse of his will provide

an example of one figure of speech or another and will illustrate what a

suggestive evocation of an emotion or mood or feeling is in its

bearings. Such a balance between restraint and opulence, conformity to

convention and unfettered creativity, beauty and profundity, is very

rare in the history of the world literature. Indeed, Kalidasa has a

permanent place in the hearts of all like-minded connoiseurs, Indian

and western. (Krishnamoorthy 79)

The lyrical grace of his poetry is exhibited through his simple and lucid style. There

are mainly three styles in poetry viz. the vaidharbhi, the panchali and the gaudi.

Among them vaidharbhi is regarded the finest and Kalidasa’s creations are the best

examples of vaidharbhi style. The similes he has used are incomparable for its

naturality and spontaneity. The sources of these similes range from mythology,

nature, shruti, smriti to vyakaranas and shastras as well. Prof. S. Nagaiah has observed
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the introduction of “Vedic concepts in his similes” (10). He also gives an example to

prove his point, “that the sun at the end of the day transfers his luster to Agni is a

Vedic concept” (Nagaiah 10). The simile is from the fourth act of Raghuvamsam.

Raghu was crowned as the king of Ayodhya. His fame was “like Agni having

received the luster laid down by the sun at the end of the day” (Nagaiah 10).

Appreciating the quality of his similes an anonymous critic writes:

pkdf sflnbf;:o ef/j]/y{uf}/jd\ .

bl08gMkbnflnTo+ df3] ;lGt qof] u'0ffM ..

(The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa xxv)

Here are a few examples of his brilliant similes like the lamp-flame (Dipa-Sikha) in

the sixth act of Raghuvamsam. In act one of the same play Sudakhsina and Dilipa,

when they are driving towards Vashishtha’s hermitage is described as chitra. Chitra is

the constellation moving with the moon in a clear sky. In act one of

Kumarasambhavam the maiden is compared to a white flower placed on a tender

sprout or as pearls on a platter of a coral. It is Kalidasa’s unique style to employ a

series of similes instead of a single simile. The description of the Himalaya in the

Kumarsambhavam is an example of it. How the Himalaya was blessed with a

daughter, Parvati. Here the Himalaya is described as synonymous with, “a lamp with

a bright flame”, “the holy milky way”, “a wise man with refined speech”. Sadhu Ram

gives a wonderful meaning of simile from his study of Kalidasa’s similes. He says:

The essence of a simile is not merely resemblance or community of

qualities. It is the exquisite touch the poet gives to it by his intuition,

his subtle sense. By his penetrating insight he presents the glimpse of
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an invisible charm that lies hidden behind the outward show, just a

suggestion, something ineffable and ethereal. (Ram 174)

Kalidasa through his “penetrating insight” opened up the hidden meaning of the

objects. Kalidasa has not only employed similes in his poetry. He has also included a

variety of metres. Upajati, mandakrantha, and anushtupa are the metres he has often

used. Indravajra and upendravajra are two more metres that the poet has used to

combine variety and melody in his verse. Meghadutam is an example of mandakranta

metre. These similes and metres ornament Kalidasa’s description of nature and love.

His similes show the reflection of nature in man:

His young maidens have moon-like faces, creeper-like

arms, lily-like hands and feet, and flower-like

exuberance and charm of youth pervading through

every limb of their bodies. (Ram 176)

For him man is very close to nature. His similes show that human beauty is

inseparable from nature’s beauty. Shakuntala is a fine example as she is the “Lady of

Nature”. Nature is also personified in Kalidasa’s works. A few examples of nature

personified by Kalidasa are -the Madhavi creeper in Abhijnanashakuntalam:

IffdIffdskf]ndfggd'/M sfl7God'Qm:tg+

dWoMSnfGtt/M k|sfdljgtfj+;f} 5ljM kf08'/f .

zf]Rof r lk|obz{gf r dbglSni6]odfnIot]

kqf0ffldj zf]if0f]g d?tf :k[i6f ntf dfwjL ..

(III, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 96)

The king Dushyanta, in these lines, describes that face of his beloved has its cheeks

excessively emaciated; her bosom has its breasts destitute of hardness; her waist is

even more slender; her shoulders are exceedingly sunken; her complexion is pale, she,
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thus tormented with love, appears both lovely and deplorable, like a Madhavi creeper

shaken by the wind causing its leaves to wither.

Ritusamharam is a poetic description of the effects of seasons on human

emotions. The rains come with an illusion in the distracted mind of the king in

Vikramorvasiya. In his epic poems Raghuvamsam and Kumarasambhavam we get the

graphic description of spring. In the play Abhijnanashakuntalam the mango buds do

not bloom as the king is sad:

d'lg;'tfk|0fo:d[lt/f]lwgf dd r d'Qmldb+ td;f dgM .

dgl;h]g ;v] k|xl/iotf wg'lif r"tz/˘r lgj]lztM ..

(VI, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 216)

This means the king says that his mind is freed from darkness which obstructed the

memory of his love for the hermit’s daughter, and at the same time the mango-shaft

has been affixed to his bow by the mind-born God, wishing to strike him. So,

Kalidasa is a lover of nature, but never separates it from human sentiments. His

description of nature, which is not limited to earth, extends to several worlds like in

Meghadutam and Abhijnanashakuntalam.

As a whole, Kalidasa’s works stand distinctly in the annals of Sanskrit drama.

The flourishing plastic art has contributed significantly to the popularity of his works.

Above all his brilliantly polished style makes him superior over other poets. He uses

vaidharbha style in all his works. The simple, graceful and natural style has kept the

flavor of his works ever fresh.

Kalidasa’s Date and the Place of His Origin

The detail description of each aspect in his work left no room for his admirers

to get confused or think it as incomplete. The only thing his works lack is the details

of the time he lived in.The quest for the exact date and period of his life has posed
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several problems for scholars. The facts available are too inadequate to arrive at a

definite date. It is heart breaking that neither the poet nor the Indian tradition could

preserve any authentic information about a poet, who has been an inspiration for all

ages. With reference to his works critics have assumed a few dates but could come to

no conclusive proofs. “The Mandasor inscription by one Vatsabhatti reveals some

indebtedness to Kalidasa’s poem Ritusamharam” (Rajan 307). Thus critics accept 437

A.D. as the upper limit of Kalidasa’s date. The Aihole inscriptions of Saka era i.e.,

633 A.D. suggest the lower limit of the great poet’s time. Traditionally Kalidasa is

believed to have been the court poet, one of the nine jewels of Vikramaditya (the ruler

of Ujjain). It is believed that Vikramaditya was the founder of the Vikrama or the

Samvat era. But as critics like Chandra Rajan have doubts on the very identity of

Vikramaditya:

The name, Vikramaditya which appears to have been the personal

name of an ancient king, legendary or historic, occurs frequently in

history. Three kings of that name ruled at Ujjayini at various times;

one of the most famous was Yasodharman […] the most celebrated of

these in history being Chandra Gupta II […]. Other great rulers have

been identified with the Vikramaditya of tradition, such as Gautami-

Putra Satakarn […]. The question is to determine which of the many

Vikramadityas that history parades, was the patron of Kalidasa. Who is

the real Vikramaditya? (Rajan 308)

Such questions jumble the unsolved mystery of Kalidasa’s dates. Scholars have even

identified king Vikramaditya as the son of Mahendraditya of Pramara dynasty or

Malwa dynasty. Vikramaditya is believed to have ruled Ujjain in the first millennium

B.C. It is during his reign that the Sakas were pushing into Malwa. The producers of
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this hypothesis argue that the description of the Asura Taraka and his evil forces in

Kumarasambhavam as the veiled description of this invasion of the Sakas. Thus the

connection of Kalidasa to 57 B.C. was the period of Vikramaditya’s victory over the

Sakas. Sir William Jones, A.B. Keith and several other western critics and the

Encyclopaedia of Britannica accept Chandra Gupta II as Vikramaditya, the patron of

Kalidasa. Raghuvamsam too has references that the “master poet” was of the first

century B.C. In the play Devabhuti who is the last of the Sunga emperors is the

supposed model of Agnivarana. Agnivarana is the last ruler of Raghu’s dynasty, a

weak and desolate ruler who died a suspicious death. He was assassinated by a slave

girl dressed as the king. The king ascended the throne in 82 B.C. and was assassinated

in 73 B.C.

Yet, another evidence places the poet in the second century B.C. This

hypothesis finds him as the court poet of Agnimitra Sunga. Malavikagnimitra, the

first play of Kalidasa is woven around the love story of Agnivarana and Malavika. In

the last act of the play the emperor writes a letter to his son. The letter shows a

striking resemblance between the life and death of Agnivarana of the poem and the

last Sunga emperor, Agnimitra. This according to some scholars is a powerful

evidence for Kalidasa having lived in the second century B.C. Scholars have found

evidences of Kalidasa’s time in monuments and sculptures too. The Gupta art of the

fourth-fifth century A.D. exhibits fervor of the poet and dramatist’s art. The sculptural

beauty of Bharhut, Sanci and Sanghol are quite similar to the word pictures in

Kalidasa’s Meghadutam. Like the word “pramada” which is very often used by

Kalidasa, conveys the self-conscious feeling of young women blooming with beauty.

The “yakshas” and “devatas” of Bharhut and the figures of Sanghol are all

“pramades”. The titles of his kavyas also give suggestions of the dates of Kalidasa.
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Vikramorvasiya and Kumarasambhavam refer to Vikramaditya and Kumar Gupta.

Eulogies of various poets show Mentha as the immediate predecessor of Kalidasa and

Bharavi (sixth century A.D.) as his immediate successor.

Like Kalidasa’s date of birth, his name is also a mind-boggling riddle. It is

believed that there were more than one men living by the name of Kalidasa. H.L.

Shukla has noted down the varied opinions of Rajashekhara and Aufrecht:

… there lived not only one author by name of Kalidasa, but at least

three known to Rajashekhara […]. Aufrecht (Oxford Cat. Kalidasa)

enumerated fourteen authors whose lives and works came to be

confounded and ascribed to the name of the greatest poet of India.

(Shukla 1).

Who then is the Kalidasa we are concerned with? This pushes us back to his

parentage. Legends have it that he was an orphan Brahmin boy brought up by a

cowherd. He was married to Vasanti, princess of Varanasi. Vasanti considered herself

to be too learned to marry the great grammarian Vararuchi. He avenged his insult very

cleverly by posing the cowherd boy as a master of all arts and lores. Vasanti married

the boy, but on discovering the fact that she was deceived, she insulted the stupid boy.

The insulted boy paid tribute to Goddess Kali and was blessed with the knowledge of

grammar, logic and poetics. Thus the myth accounts for his name being “Kalidasa”,

“slave of Kali”.

Kalidasa’s Predecessors, Successors and His Influence on Them

According to western scholars Ashvaghosa’s Sariputraprakaranam is the

earliest existing Sanskrit drama. Bhasa who probably lived in the third century B.C. is

mentioned by Kalidasa, Bana and Rajashekhara. Pratima Abhisekha, Madhyama-

vyayoga, Karnabhara are a few of his plays. Like Kalidasa’s style he too used
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vaidharbhi style. Saumilla and Kaviputra are few more playwrights whom Kalidasa

mentions. But king Shudraka’s name is not mentioned by him. Kalidasa’s works are

characterized by realistic depiction. The next major dramatist is Kalidasa. His works

are the pride of Sanskrit literature. Sanskrit poetry reached its highest level of

elegance and refinement in his hands. It is during his time that classical Indian

literature saw its Augustan age. Harsha, king of Kanyakubja is the major immediate

successor of Kalidasa. He reigned from six hundred six A.D. to six hundred forty

seven A.D. He improved upon his predecessor by establishing the comedy of courty –

intrigue as a distinct type of Sanskrit drama. He has three dramas to his credit:

Ratnavali, Priyadarshika (a reminiscence of Kalidasa’s Malavikagnimitra) and

Nagananda.

Bhavabhuti is followed by Mahendra Vikrama of the first quarter of eleventh

century A.D. His is the greatest name after Kalidasa. An anonymous critic writes, “He

has excelled his great predecessor in the delineation of the heroic and the wonderful”.

Kalidasa followed vaidarbha style. Bhavabhuti (736 A.D.) is a follower of the gaudi

style. Mahaviracharitam, Malatimadhava and Uttararamacharitam are the three

plays written by him. M. R. Kale in the introduction of his book The

Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa writes:

The only dramatic poet whom we can compare with Kalidasa is

Bhavabhuti; and although as a poet on the whole we must place

Kalidasa above Bhavabhuti, as a dramatic poet the palm is certainly

disputed with him by the latter.

(The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa xxvii)
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Bhavabhuti's Uttararamacharitam is generally said to be overflowing with the

sentiment of Karuna. Regarding the rasa applied in Bhavabhuti's Uttararamacharitam

Sadashiv A. Dange in his Critics on Sanskrit Drama writes:

This gives scope to the Karuna no doubt; but the Karuna here depends

upon the shringara – not of the lovers united, of the lovers that are

separated from one another. In other words, the vipralambha shringara

reigns supreme while the karuna is simply fostered by it. The love

between a man and woman forms a different entity and the karuna has

to place upon its fields cautiously. (Dange 2)

Vishakhadatta lived in eight hundred sixty A.D. Mudrarakshasa is his famous play.

His play marks a distinct diversion from Kalidasa’s and Bhavabhuti’s style.

Bhattanarayana probably flourished in the eighth century A.D. In his only drama

Venisamhara he has illustrated varied techniques of Sanskrit drama. Then came

Rajashekhara in the last decade of ninth century A.D. with four plays- Balabharata,

Karpuramanjari, Balaramayana and Viddhasalabhanjika. Kshemisvara

(Handakausika) of tenth century, Damodaramishra (Mahanataka) of eleventh century

are the dramatists who followed Kalidasa were highly appreciated and followed by

writers of all ages. But as time passed the impact of his influence has obviously been

diluted. Krishnamishra of the latter half of the eleventh century A.D. is known to have

revived the old tradition. His Prabodhachanaudaya is the first Sanskrit allegorical

drama. Moharajaya of Yashapala (thirteenth century), Chaitanyachandrodaya of

Paramandalasasena, Kavikarnapura (sixteenth century), Dharmavijaya of Bhudeva

Shukla (sixteenth century), Amritodaya of Gokulanatha (seventeenth century) are

some of the allegorical dramas. Thus Kalidasa is placed after Bhasa and before

Harsha.
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According to the Natyaveda, a“nataka” should be a representation of both

virtue and vice. Its aim is to bring to the audience a sense of tranquility almost of the

level of a mystique’s meditation. A drama should not leave the audience unduly

disturbed and agitated. Production of “rasa” is one of the main functions of drama.

Kalidasa’s Shakuntala or Abhijnanashakuntalam is a repository of various “rasas”and

shringara is used as a dominating rasa in the play.

Origin and Characteristics of Sanskrit Drama

In any study of Indian classical literature it is important to know the origin

and characteristics of Sanskrit drama. Scholars have divergent views but generally,

the origins of drama in India are shrouded in antiquity. The three major sources of its

origin is believed to be the Vedas, the epics and the dance. Bharata’s Natyashastra is

probably the first book that contains the theory of Sanskrit drama. Traditionally it is

believed that Brahma took “passages” for recitation from the Rigveda, songs from the

Samaveda, gestures from the Yajurveda and emotions from the Atharvaveda to create

the fifth Veda, Natyaveda. The Hindu Gods too contributed to the formation of drama.

Shiva contributed the Tandava and Parvati Lasya dance, Vishnu gave the Riti, i.e., the

four dramatic styles and Visvakarma made the stage. The plays like Tripuradaha and

Samudramanthana were staged during the Indradhvaja festival. The play is mentioned

by Kalidasa in his Meghadutam. This shows that drama has originated from festivals.

Another theory proposes that drama arose and spread with the Krishna-cult.

The processions, songs, music, dance and lila are believed to be the source for the

growth and development of drama. The kingdom of Shurasena is known to be the

land of Krishna worship. Shauraseni Prakrit in a Sanskrit drama proves it. But it is yet

to be proved that Krishnalilas were the earliest ones. The Binding of Bali and Kama’s

Slaying are the plays supposed to having been staged during the second century B.C.
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Western critics have also brought forth several theories about the origin of

Sanskrit drama. Hillebrandt and Sten Konow gave their opinion that the recitation on

stage of the epics and legends gave rise to the drama. But Keith challenged the

popular mine theory of the origin of drama. Pischel links the genesis of drama in the

puppet-plays. There are references to the puppet plays in the Mahabharata,

Kathasaritsagara and Balaramayana as “puttalika”, “putrika”, “darumayi” etc. Luder

sees the shadow play as the essential source for the growth of Sanskrit drama. The

Rigveda has more than fifteen dialogue hymns, which represent dramatic spectacles

of religious character. Max Muller, Levi and Schroeder were the major exponents of

the dialogue-hymn theory. All these theories have their own limitations. Sanskrit

drama is also believed to have originated from Greek drama. The scholars of this

theory presume that the Greek drama flourished much before the Indian drama came

into existence. According to them as Alexander’s invasion to India influenced Indian

astronomy, astrology and mathematics, it may have influenced Indian drama as well.

Prof. Windisch and Weber found similarities between the Greek and Sanskrit plays

like, the classification of drama into acts, the prologues and the epilogues, the way in

which the actors make their entrance and exist, the terms yavanika and yavani, the

theme, characters like Vidushaka, Pratinayaka all smell Greek.

But there are also points that show the Greek drama and the Sanskrit drama

are diametrical opposites. Sanskrit drama like in Abhijnanashakuntalam ignores the

unities of place and time. As against the Athenian stage, in Sanskrit drama, it is seen

as the blending of tragic and comic. As opposed to Classical, the Sanskrit drama is

essentially romantic in nature. The exact point of the origin of Sanskrit drama is not

known. But it is also true that all these sources must have made important

contributions to its growth and development. Sanskrit drama is a product of Indian
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mind that has a kaleidoscopic view of life. It has expanded itself under the influence

of various factors – religious and secular, foreign and national, yet maintaining its

own essence. It has travelled a long way from the royal court to the theatres for the

public. Thus making it highly complex Acharya Vishvanatha in his Sahityadarpana

has classified the Sanskrit drama into two types - rupaka and uparupaka. The rupaka

is divided into ten types of which nataka (Abhijnanasakuntalam by Kalidasa),

prakarana (Malatimadhava by Bhavabhuti), and bhana (Karpuracharita of Vatsaraja)

are a few. The rupaka as Lele says has rasa or sentiment for its substratum. Uparupaka

has eighteen types’ natikas like Ratnavali, Viddhasalabhanjika; trotakas like

Vikramorvasiya and Sattakas like Karpuramanjari are its examples. Each rupaka is

further divided into threefold – (i) Vastu or the plot (ii) Neta or the hero (iii) Rasa or

the sentiment. Without these elements no dramatic piece can be presented.

Similar to the English drama, Sanskrit drama also has a main plot and a

subplot, aadhikarika and prashangika. The aadhikarika is concerned with the main

characters i.e., the hero and the heroine. The prashangika is the action of the

characters other than the hero and the heroine. There are three elements requisite for

the development of the plot. These are beeja or the seed, bindu or the drop and karya

or the final issue. The beeja is that circumstance which leads to the ultimate end.

Bindu is that incident which helps the play to continue. Karya is the final action of the

play. Besides these there are pataka and prakari. Pataka is an episode of considerable

length by which the progress of the plot is illustrated. Prakari is an episode of little

importance where the principal characters do not take part. These five are called

arthaprakritis. A dramatic plot develops under five stages or Avasthas. They are:

(i)“Arambha”or the beginning (ii) “Yatna” or the effort (iii) “Praptyasha” or prospect

of success (iv) “Niyatapti”or certain attainment through the removal of obstacles (v)
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“Nirvahana”or attainment of the desired goal. When these stages are in progress the

sandhis act as the connecting link between the aadhikarika and prashangika. These are

also of five types viz. mukha, pratimukha, garbha, avamarsha, nirvahana. Beeja and

arambha combine to give mukha sandhi. It is here the seed is sown with all its rasas.

In pratimukha there is the means, yatna. The bija starts to grow here. In garbha there

is a praptyasha calling for the further sprouting of the original bija. Avamarsha sandhi

is accompanied by niyatapti. Here the beeja has grown more luxuriantly than the

garbha. But the end is postponed by the intervention of a new problem. Like in

Abhijnanashakuntalam Shakuntala’s meeting with Dushyanta is postponed with the

curse of Durvasa, nirvahana is the end of the play.

Every play has a hero in its plot. In a Sanskrit drama there are four kinds of

heroes – dhirodatta, dhiralalita, dhirashanta and dhiroddhata. But the dhirodatta is the

best with eight manly qualities viz., sobha, vilas, madhurya, gambhirya, dhairya, tejas,

lalitya and aaudarya i.e., modest, decorous, comely, munificent, civil, of sweet

address, eloquent, noble ancestry, etc. The hero is assisted by (i) peethamarda, who is

clever and devoted to his master, (ii) vidushaka a witty person. He is always with the

king helping him in his love-intrigues; (iii) vita is skilled in one art only. And of

course the ministers, ascetics and allies also accompany the hero. Sometimes the hero

has to face a rival who is known as pratinayak. The heroines (nayika) are principally

of three kinds – wife of the hero (swiya), another’s wife or maiden (anya or parakiya),

common woman (samanya or sadharana stri). Sanskrit poets have mainly been

inclined towards themes that involved a maiden as she better helps in the creation of

rasa. A heroine possesses qualities such as the hero and has assistants too like the

sakhi, dasi, dhatreyi, prativeshika.
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Rasa is the feeling produced in a man of poetic sensibility by the proper action

of the vibhavas, anubhavas and vyabhicharibhavas. The feeling or bhava is the

emotion either of pleasure or pain arisen from the sight of an object. Critics have

divided sentiments broadly into eight types: rati, hasa, shoka, krodha, utsaha, bhaya,

jugupsa and vismaya. Corresponding to these sentiments are the eight types of rasa,

viz., shringara, hasya, karuna, raudra, veera, bhayanaka, vibhatsa, adbhuta. There is

also a ninth rasa known as shanta rasa corresponding to the sthayibhava shama.

A Sanskrit drama is characterized mainly by its absence of tragedy, time and

place crosses human boundaries and the happy blending of tragic and comic incidents.

Apart from these characteristic features, there are several other characteristics that are

adhered to by a dramatist of Sanskrit. The emotions could be heightened only through

poetry. These dramas are highly idealistic and romantic. The lyrical verses do not

leave the dramas just as dry pieces of conversations. The Shakuntala contains over

two hundred verses. These verses are mostly uttered by the major characters. The

language spoken by them is Sanskrit. The division of language spoken by the

character is according to the social status. Vidushaka speaks Prakrit, Shauraseni;

Maharashtri is spoken by high-class women, children and royal servants. The other

attendants of the royal palace speak Magadhi. The low class people like cowherds,

robbers, gamblers speak varieties of Prakrit like Abhiri, Paisachi and Avanti.

The themes chosen for any Sanskrit drama are usually from history or epic

legend. But the dramatist mixes it up with his own fictitious inventions like Kalidasa

has done it at many places in his Abhijnanashakuntalam. The dramatists took great

care on the stage setting too. The dramas commenced with nandi (benedictory stanza)

and followed by the prologue wherein the stage manager (sutradhara) with his wife or

assistant introduces the actors and also informs the audience of the play. Behind the
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stage actions are informed by the praveshaka or vishkambhaka. This information is

given in-between the acts. The play concludes with bharatavakya (a national prayer).

The plays were staged on several occasions like, royal coronation, public fairs,

religious festivals, marriage, birth, etc. Apart from all these the Sanskrit stage strictly

adhered to the high ideals of Indian culture. No plays had a calamitous end, nor were

the dramatists given any scope to represent indecorous conduct on stage like kissing,

biting, national disaster, etc.

The second chapter of the Natyashastra mentions the details of a stage in a

Sanskrit drama. “The text mentions three shapes of playhouse: oblong, square, and

triangular” (Rajan 34). The corresponding size is also mentioned where the most

suitable size being ninety-six feet by forty-eight feet. Bharata has also given the

reasons for this:

… “in a larger playhouse, the voice will not carry far; it will lose its

quality of tone and become weak and indistinct”, and due to its large

size the subtle play of expressions on the face that are the means to

convey the emotions and produce the rasas will not be seen clearly by

the spectators sitting towards the back. (Rajan 34)

Thus, the full enjoyment of the sentiments expressed by the actors could be possible

only with a small stage. A small stage could enable all to see and hear even the

slightest of expression and utterance. Each auditorium had a greenroom nepathya of

forty-eight feet by forty-eight feet. The stage was raised by twenty-seven inches

above the ground. “A wall with two doors, one for entry and the other for the exit of

actors, separated the stage from the greenroom” (Rajan 34). Curtains of high quality

were also used which was called as yavanika in which as little or no scenery was

used. Language became very important for most of the descriptions. Like in Act I of
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the play Shakuntalam, the king Dushyanta describes the tranquillity of the hermitage

of Kanva. The stage always faced east. The walls of the stage were carved with

beautiful paintings and colorful figures. Equal importance was given to costume,

jewellery and hairstyle. The line from this play “Enter the king costumed as suffering

from remorse” (Rajan 250) from the Act VI of Shakuntala shows the importance of

costume to express emotions.
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III. Theoretical Approach

Rasa Theory

Bharata’s Natyashsatra is considered to be an oldest independent available

text of oriental aesthetics and literary criticism. Ancient Sanskrit poetics holds a very

rich tradition of literary criticism divided into six different streams or schools namely

rasa, alamkara, riti, dhvani, vakrokti, and auchitya.

Being the first and most important theory of the tradition, rasa theory occupies

the prominent place among all these schools of Sanskrit Poetics. Bharata is

acknowledged to be the first exponent of the theory of relish or rasa, which he has

systematically set forth in his celebrated treatise on dramaturgy, Natyashastra.

Tradition considers Natyashastra as an additional Veda. The natya is depiction and

communication pertaining to the emotions of the entire triple world: the pious

behaviour of those who practice religion, passion of those who indulge in sexual

pleasure, the repression of those who go by a wicked path, the act of self restrained of

those who are disciplined. All of Bharata`s interpretations on rasa are mainly in the

context of dramatic representations. In Natyashastra Bharata has interpreted every

aspect of literature in terms of rasa. Even though, his main concern was for the

dramatic art form, the rasa theory has been applied to study all forms of literature

including other forms of art and aesthetic creation also. The theory emphasises on the

emotional aspect of the text and how it is received by the reader/receptor.

In Sanskrit literary criticism rasa is discussed in three aspects, as a poetical

element, as a theory and as a literary school. In Natyashastra Bharata interpreted

every aspect of literature in terms of rasa. Bharata interpreted the human feelings and

emotions are bhavas. Emotions or bhavas are transformations of consciousness of

particular mental states. Consciousness is unchangeable, it cannot undergo
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transformation. Other objects generally help in some or other in bringing the emotions

into being, which are further classified to three categories: sthayi or permanent mood,

vyabhichari or transitory moods and sattvik bhavas or temperamental reactions or

rasa-sutra as under responses to the rise of a permanent emotion. In terms of bhavas

Bharata stated his formulation concisely in his well-known aphorism:

“ljefjfg'efjJolerfl/;+of]ufb\ /;lgiklQM.”(Kavya Prakasha 64). It explains how rasa is

relished. The term rasa is related to the sentiment that is aroused in the minds. The

sentiments may be shringara (erotic), veera (heroic), karuna (pathos) and likewise.

The meaning of the term is easily conceivable. But it is very difficult to express the

notion properly in western critical terminology. In western concept it is something

close to aesthetic pleasure. The first seed of the theory of rasa sprung with:

Dff lgiffb Û k|lti7f+ TjdudM zf:jtL ;DffM .

oTs|f}~rldy'gfb]sdjwLM sfddf]lxtd\ .. (Sankaran7)

This melodious shloka by Valmiki was an “involuntary emanation of measured

poetry” (Sankaran 6). Once when Valmiki was going to take bath in the river Sarayu

he saw a happy pair of Kraunches. But one of the birds was suddenly shot to death by

an arrow. On seeing the living bird’s helplessness and the dying bird weltering on the

ground, out of pity and agony, the sage uttered the shloka. The meaning of the shloka

is: O nishad (hunter) you shall not come to any good in your life for you killed one of

the pair of loving Kraunches. This shloka occurs in the Balakanda of the Ramayana

when Maharshi Valmiki utters these words (shloka) extempore.

Rasa has its existence in the Vedas and Upanishad but with a different

meaning. In the Rigveda, “rasa” means somarasa or the juice of some plant. It also

denotes water, milk and flavor in the earlier Mandalas. In Atharvaveda it is the sap of

grain. During the upanisadic period rasa meant “essence”, meaning par excellence.
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Some critics combine both the senses of rasa – “essence” and highest “taste” or

“experience” accompanied with joy to explain the meaning of rasa. That means rasa is

synonymous to that “perennial bliss” which a sage enjoys when he attains “self-

luminous” consciousness. In simpler words, rasa is the similar feeling of joy that is

aroused in the meditating sage. A. Sankaran explains how these two feelings are

similar:

….“Rasa” to mean the perfect joy that the sage experiences when he

perceives intuitively the Highest Truth in his meditation, and applied it

to that “aesthetic pleasure” which the cultured spectator with a

responsive heart enjoys, when he loses himself completely in the

characters, situations and incidents of a play represented by highly

talented actors. (Sankaran 3)

Rasa is the total transference of the personal emotions of the spectator to the emotions

created by art. Thus, the earliest traces of rasa shift from soma rasa, the Aryan’s drink

to the Brahman, the yogi’s communion with the metaphysical absolute. Kosala,

Sandilya, Vatsya and many other scholars gave their own meaning of rasa. But

Bharata is the earliest propounder of the rasa school. For Bharata the aesthetic

principle of a work of art was nothing beyond rasa- “g lx /;fb[t] slZrby{M k|jQ{t] .” “No

meaning proceeds from speech without any kind of sentiment.” (Sharma 6). When

asked for the meaning of rasa he described rasa as, “that which is relished is rasa”.

Rasa maintains a perfect harmony between the performers and the spectators. It is not

simply the physical or metaphysical sense of the term that matter. Rasa is the depth of

delightful experience springing out of a work of art. The followers of the rasa-school

call rasa as the atma (soul) of poetry.
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Valmiki saw the dying bird and the wailing surviving male bird and reached to

that state of intense feeling of pathos where he lost his personality. This extreme

experience of pathos, “that overpowered him translated itself spontaneously into the

form of the Shloka: dflgifb...” (Sankaran7). The pathos he experienced was the

resultant of two elements – vibhava (the cause) and anubhava (ensuant). Valmiki’s

shloka is regarded as the first step towards the absolute development of rasa. Critics

have always regarded it as one of the best examples of karuna rasa. Undoubtedly the

shloka resulted to rasa, but it was also the first poetic lines. It is poetry that actually

developed. For the emergence of rasa the gap was great. It is only with Bharat’s

Natyasastra that the theory of rasa first emerged in its systematic shape.

The aphorism by Bharata, “ljefjfg'efj...” conveys that rasa is relished when a

permanent mood or sthayibhava is brought to a relishable condition through the three

elements viz. the vibhava, the anubhava and the vyabhicharibhava. According to him

“no meaning can proceed (from speech) without (any kind of) rasa (i.e., sentiment)”

(Sharma 155). Sthayibhava is the permanent mood or the durable psychological state.

In Bharata’s definition of rasa the word “sthayi” does not occur. But the theory of rasa

demands its explanation. In the opinion of Bharata the sthayibhava is like the king and

the other bhavas are like its subjects. The sthayibhava is “the permanent or dominant

mood, which are made manifest within the heart of the men of taste by the reading of

kavya or the witnessing of a dramatic performance” (Sharma, 155). Sthayibhava

always retains a dominant position when compared with other bhavas. It exists

permanently in our mind in the form of latent impressions and are derived from actual

experiences that are stored in our consciousness.

Bharata has identified eight sthayibhavas:
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/ltxf{;Zr zf]sZr s|f]wf]T;fxf} eo+ tyf .

Hf'u'K;f lj:doZr]lt :yfloefjfM k|sLlQ{tfM .. (Kavya Prakasha 86)

They are: (i) Love (rati), (ii) gaiety (hasya), (iii) sorrow (shoka), (iv) anger (krodha),

(v) energy (utsaha), (vii) fear (bhaya), (vii) disgust (jugupsa) and (viii) astonishment

(vismaya). There is a ninth sthayibhava recognized by Anandavardhana and

Abhinavagupta as passiveness (nirveda) as Mammata writes: lgj]{b:yfloefjf]˜l:t zfGtf]˜lk

gjdf] /;M . (Kavya Prakasha 88) The nine sthayibhavas are connected respectively with

the nine sentiments (rasas), viz., shringara, hasya, karuna, raudra, veera, bhayanaka,

bibhatsa, adbhuta and shanta. Samyoga means connection with the sthayibhava.

“Vibhavas are certain causes or main spring of emotions like love, pathos etc. They

are heroes and the excitants of love etc, like the spring season, pleasure garden,

fragrance, moonlight etc.” (Sankaran15). It is the determinant that determines which

sentiment is to be aroused in the spectator. The synonyms of “vibhava” can be karana,

nimitta and hetu. It is called vibhava (determinant) because words, gestures and

representation of the sattva are vibhavyate (determined) by it. Vibhavas are

recognised as having two aspects – (i) Alambana (dependent) Vibhava, (ii) Uddipana

(excitant) vibhava. Alambana vibhava is the person or the object responsible for the

arousal of emotion. They are the supporting objects that ignite the sthayibhava.

Without the presence of alambana vibhava the sthayibhava, though present in latent

form, cannot confine itself on a particular object. The uddipana vibhava is the

environment that stimulates the emotions.

When Dushyanta falls in love with Shakuntala at first sight in the hermitage of

Kanva, the pleasant and beautiful groves of the hermitage of Kanva is the uddipana

vibhava. The alambana vibhava here is none other than Shakuntala. Anubhava is the
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external manifestation of the provocation of the sthayibhava. It is an indicator of the

bhava and communicates the emotion felt by the characters. What is experienced by

the characters of the play is made to be felt and experienced (anubhavayati) by the

spectator. The actors use various physical gesticulations to do so. A. Sankaran defines

it as “the visible effects or the consequents of the searching of the heart of the

heroes”. Anubhavas too are of two types-(i) voluntary, (ii) involuntary. The moments

like that of the eyes and the eyebrows are produced by effort. Hence they are the

voluntary expressions of the permanent emotions. The voluntary changes, otherwise

known as anubhavas, are done for proper communication with others. Involuntary

changes are considered to be sattvikabhavas. These are the permanent moods that are

excited automatically. These are again of two types – internal and external. Bharata

has identified eight sattvikabhavas. They are - paralysis, perspiration, horrification,

change of voice, trembling, change of color, weeping and fainting.“Vyabhicharibhavs

are transitory or evanescent emotions that tend only to develop the main sentiment,

such as anxiety, anger etc.” (Sankaran15). In the word vyabhichari, “vi”and “abhi” are

prefixes of the root “chara”that means “to go”, “to move”.

Thus, vyabhichari means those that move in relation to sentiments towards

different kinds of objects. The vyabhicharibhava does not have an independent status.

It is the strengthening aspect of sthayibhava. The vibhava, anubhava and

vyabhicharibhava blend harmoniously to arouse in the audience the thrilling climax of

emotion which is called rasa. Sadhu Ram rightly says that “the object of all kinds of

Kavyas is to give aesthetic pleasure, technically called Rasa, which is brought about

by Vibhavas or the causes of emotions, and Anubhavas or the external signs or effects

of emotions” (Ram 167). We thus see that Bharata has referred to three kinds of

psychological states – durable psychological state, complementary psychological state
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and sattvika state. In total these psychological states are of forty nine types – eight

durable psychological state, thirty three complementary psychological state and eight

sattvika states. The example from Kalidasa’s play Abhijnanashakuntalam explains

how rasa is relished:

Skilled actors represent Dushyanta and Shakuntala. These first meet in

the pleasant, beautiful groves of the hermitage (Vibhava). Each, stuck

with the rapturous beauty of the other, casts eager, longing looks. At

forced parting Shakuntala finds an excuse to steal a glance at her lover

(Anubhava). In their extreme diffidence and anxiety they pine away

one for the other (Vyabhicharibhava). Happily Shakuntala’s mate helps

her in declaring her love through a letter. Dushyanta hastens to present

himself and there is union of the lovers. When all these are represented

aided by poetry, music and other histrionic devices, – which Bharata

calls Natyadharmi – the deep seated instinctive impression of love

(Sthayibhava) is kindled in the mind of the audience and developed to

that climax, when through complete imaginative sympathy with the

situation, the audience forgets all differences of person, time and place,

and this climax of emotion reveals itself in a sort of blissful

consciousness. This bliss is Rasa. (Sankaran 15)

The scene of Shakuntala and Dushyanta falling in love shows how the vibhava,

anubhava, vyabhicharibhava combine to arouse the sthayibhava in the audience and

finally producing rasa. Although Bharata has explained his rasasutra clearly, the

central terms samyoga and nispatti have proved to be ambiguous for the

commentators. Every commentator has his own way of interpretation. Hence there

occurred the varied theories on rasa. Bhatta Lollata suggested the theory of utpatti-
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vada, Shankuka came with anumiti-vada, Bhatta Nayaka with bhuktivada and

Abhinavagupta with abhivyakti-vada. After experiencing various stages of

development, rasa in the work of Vishvanatha was finally established as the “soul” of

poetry. At first the theory of rasa was restricted to the various aspects of drama. It was

only accepted into the realm of Sanskrit poetics only after the elaboration of the

theory of rasa by Anandavardhana and Abhinavagupta. A brief study of the major

exponents of the rasa school would enable a better understanding of the theory of

rasa.

Bhatta Lollata, a commentator of the eighth and ninth centuries is among the

earliest of Bharata’s commentors. He concluded that sthayibhava which is first

generated by the vibhavas, manifested by the anubhavas and intensified by

vyabhicharibhavas finally becomes rasa. Rasa according to him is ingrained in the

actor, i.e. in his form, dress and action, there by delighting the spectator. By actor he

specifically meant the hero. To explain Lollata’s interpretation of rasa-sutra M. M.

Sharma gives the example of the love between Rama and Sita:

…it was Rama who had love (rati) for Sita and as such the rasa

(shringara) belonged to Rama. The spectator ascribes this rasa to the

actor on account of the actor’s clever acting. Thus the spectator’s

knowledge about Rama’s love for Sita gives him pleasure. The love is

sthayibhava; and the very sthayi being brought to its full form

(upachita) by vibhava, etc., becomes rasa. (Sharma 157)

Rasa creeps in the same way in Kalidasa’s Shakuntala: The hero Dushyanta falls in

love with Shakuntala. The dramatist describes this by using appropriate words. The

spectator ascribes to the actor. On account of the actor’s clever acting, the spectator

develops the same mental attitude that belonged to Dushyanta and the spectators
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apprehension of imputed love in the actor brings to him delight. Thus rasa is relished.

The actor imitates the original character through anusandhi or anusandhana, which is

the process of awareness, recollection and reflection. Thus the sthayibhava of the

original character is superimposed on the other actor and this superimposition gives

pleasure to the spectator. The pleasure is because he is made to believe that the actor

is no one but the original character itself.

Shree Shankuka the next commentator of Bharata’s rasasutra probably belongs

to the ninth century. He saw rasa as a process of logical inference. His theory of rasa

is known as the theory of inference or anumana. It is the theory of anumitivada. The

spectator enjoys rasa when he infers the mood of the original character in the actor. It

is like the picture of a horse. This is not a real one but it cannot be said that it is not a

horse. The actor through his skilful representation appears as the original character.

Like the picture of the horse, when an actor is performing on the stage it is known that

the actor is not the original character, but the fact cannot be denied that the actor is not

altogether different from the original character. With the union of the real (original

character) and the unreal (actor) the spectator cannot recognize their distinction. Rasa

here is undoubtedly spoken in relation to the sentiments aroused in the spectators. But

this arousal of rasa is due to clever imitation. This inferred mood is certainly different

from the ordinary perceptions, as it has its own distinct charm and beauty. In spite of

its limitations Sankaran’s theory contributed positively to the theory of rasa. When

compared with Bhatta Lollata, Sankaran recognized the more active participation of

the spectator in the process of rasa realization. He for the first time gave a

philosophical interpretation to the theory of Rasa.

Anandavardhana suggested the “theory of suggestion”. According to him rasa

cannot be stated directly in poetry (kavya). It is suggested by the vibhavas etc. So rasa
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is conveyed through suggestion, i.e. rasa abhivyajyate. Bhattanayaka of the ninth

century A.D. refused all the theories of rasa. He explained his theory by pointing out

that a work of art has three functions, namely abhidha, bhavakatva and bhojakatva.

Abhidha as M.M. Sharma says “presents the meaning of the poetry in the form of a

description of the vibhava etc.” (160). Bhavakattva is supposed to have derived from

Bharata’s definition of bhava. It is the power that generalizes vibhavas, sthayibhavas

etc. Here the specific properties of the vibhavas etc. are not sensed. It is their general

character that is experienced. It is through this process of generalization

(sadharanikarana) that Rama in a drama does not appear as a lover of Sita and Sita as

the beloved of Rama but they appear as common lovers with their common pursuit of

love. This takes the spectators away from his thought of mundane preoccupations.

Bhojakatva brings the elements of sattva into predominance by throwing the rajas and

tamas into the background. The preponderance of the sattva elements produces

illumination and a state of perfect rest of the self within itself. That state is

characterized by the absence of all conscious physical, psychological and volitional

activities and so by freedom from all attachment to and aversion from all that can

enter into consciousness. The state of aesthetic experience is known as the state of

perfect bliss and it is a kin to the mystic realization of Brahman.

Rasa thus resides in the sthayibhava or the permanent mood which is

experienced in a generalized form in poetry and drama. It is enjoyed by one’s own

blissful consciousness which is very close to the philosophic meditation of Brahman.

Bhattanayaka interprets the term samyoga as the cognition of things in a generalized

form and nispatti as the enjoyment (bhukti) of the sthayibhava as rasa. Hence his

theory is known as bhuktivada. It means a significant contribution to the theory of

aesthetic realization. It is Bhattanayaka who was the first to consider aesthetic
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realization as a mental process, a subjective experience of a refined reader or

spectator. In his theory we see a transition from objective to subjective view of

aesthetic experience and the rasa realization has been explained in terms of an inward

experience.

Abhinavagupta, a major critic of the tenth century A.D. revised the meaning of

rasa as the meaning (artha) of kavya. This meaning is strengthened by Bharata’s

explanation of the term bhava as “kavyani bhavayanti iti bhavah”. According to

Bharata these bhavas, sthayibhava, anubhava etc. combine to form rasa. So, one of the

meanings of kavya is rasa. His two important works Abhinavabharati and

Dhvanyaloka challenges the views of Bhattanayaka in two different stages and offers

a new solution to the problem of aesthetic experience. This great exponent of

Kashmirian Shaivism propounded the theories of rasa and dhwani so convincingly

that he is considered to be one of the greatest authorities in poetics and dramaturgy.

Explaining Bharata’s theory of rasa Abhinavagupta has pointed out that rasa is

suggested by the union of the sthayibhava with the vibhavas etc. through the relation

of the suggested (vyangya) and the suggestor (vyanjaka). Sthayibhava he says is lying

deep in the hearts of the spectators as latent impressions. When a piece of art is

experienced,this sthayibhava is suggested by the depicted vibhavas etc. which are

generalized in their mind and soon stripped of their peculiar conditions of time and

space with the help of the suggestive power of word and sense and their skilful

representations in drama. Similarly sthayibhava is universalized and generalized

giving rise to an uninterrupted, ceaseless enjoyment, bereft of all feeling of insatiatey,

which is rasa. Like a beverage containing black pepper, candy-sugar, camphor and

ingredients entirely different, rasa too gives a unique taste that is altogether different

from its ingredients. According to him there is no other sensation that could stop this
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aesthetic experience. This rasa-realization is called “veetavighna prateetih”. Since

Abhinavagupta explains the word nispatti used by Bharata in his rasa-sutra, as

abhivyakti, his theory of rasa is known as abhivyaktivada. Abhivyakti means pratiti or

perception of rasa through the power of suggestion whose ultimate result is an

extraordinary state of relish. This state of relish is a divine bliss that is nowhere near

the general experiences of pleasure or pain. At this moment we are so completely lost

in it. All pain is forgotten. If there is any pain, it is a pleasurable pain. Abhinavagupta

has pointed out seven obstacles (vighnas) during rasa realization. They are:

(1) The spectator’s incapacity for rasa realization

(2) The lack of the proper aesthetic or psychic distance

between the dramatic situation and the spectator.

(3) The spectator’s over-absorption in his own personal

likes and dislikes.

(4) The lack of the proper means of apprehension.

(5) The absence of clarity.

(6) The sthayibhava being given secondary importance

in a play.

(7) The creation of doubt or uncertainty as to the exact

nature of the sthayibhava.

This shows Abhinavagupta’s deep insight into those dramatic aspects which

lead to the ultimate realization of rasa. The concept of rasa has been refined by these

critics. But the theory of rasa as already stated was first given by Bharata. After

defining the theory of rasa-sutra, he classifies rasa into eight types:

>[¨f/xf:os?0f/f}b|jL/eofgsfM .

aLeT;fb\e't;+1f} r]Toi6f} gf6\o] /;fM :d[tfM .. (Kavya Prakasha 78)
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“In accordance with the eight dominant emotional moods, which, when develop,

transform themselves into the rasa” (Sankaran 15). These sentiments are (1) Shringara

(love) (2) Hasya (humour) (3) Karuna (pathos) (4) Raudra (wrath) (5) Veera

(heroism) (6) Bhyanaka (terror) (7) Bibhatsa (disgust) (8) Adbhuta (wonder).

These eight sentiments are the subdivisions of four major sentiments. The

comic sentiment arises from the erotic, the pathetic from the furious, the marvelous

from the heroic and the terrible from the odious. These four major rasas seem to have

been arising in the mind under the impact of external objects.

These four types of feelings are:

(1) Vikasa (Ardent desire) leading to the arousal of shringara rasa.

(2) Vistara (Amplitude) leading to the arousal of veera rasa.

(3) Kshobha (Agilation) leading to the arousal of raudra rasa.

(4) Vikshapa (Distraction) leading to the arousal of vibhatsa rasa.

Bharata has also pointed out eight colors symbolizing these eight sentiments. The

erotic sentiment is green (shyama); the comic sentiment white (shweta); the pathetic

sentiment grey (kapota), the furious sentiment red; the heroic sentiment yellowish

(gaura), the terrible sentiment black; the odious sentiments blue and the marvelous

sentiment yellow. Bharata has attributed the eight rasas to eight deities: Vishnu is the

god of the erotic; Pramathas of the comic; Rudra of the furious; Yama of the pathetic;

Mahakala (Shiva) of the odious; Kala of the terrible; Indra of the heroic and Brahma

of the marvelous sentiments.

Bharata has also discussed various factors that enunciate rasa realization.

These he says are expressed through the four varieties of abhinaya (action). They are

angika (action through limbs); vachika (through speech); aharya (through dress);

sattvika (certain outward expressions of emotion). These abhinayas are again
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subdivided into several types that promote the different rasas. Bharata in his

Natyashastra has given an elaborate theory of rasa. The theory of rasa is well utilized

by Kalidasa in his works and where Abhijnanashakuntalam is the best example of

shringara rasa.

1. Shringara Rasa:

According to Bharata, shringara rasa or mutual enjoyment of love between

male and female is the reciprocal joyful gestures of a young man towards a young

woman contributing to mutual love and enjoyment. So, the erotic rasa or shringar rasa

arises from the permanent mood of rati or love – the agreeable inclination towards the

desired object, in presence of the lover and beloved (i.e. alambana vibhava). If we try

to interpret shringara rasa as per Bharata`s division of all constituents of rasa like,

sthayi bhavas or permanent moods, sattvika bhavas or involuntary bodily responses,

vyabhichari or transitory moods, uddipana vibhavas or exciting causes and alambana

vibhawas, it will come as under; sthayi bhava: rati-agreeable inclination towards the

desired object. Sattvika bhavas: sveda (sweating), romancha (hair standing on end),

svarabheda (changes in one’s tone of voice), vepathu (trembling), vaivarnya (changes

in the colour of one’s face). Alambana vibhavas: Heroes, heroines or the men, women

are involved in Rati/love towards each other. Uddipana vibhavas: The moon, garden,

cool breeze, river bench, sweet music, picture gallery etc. Anubhavas: love-soaked

speech, smiling, affectionate exchange of glances, embracing, kissing, twisting of

brows etc. So, the exciting causes or determinants (or the uddipana vibhavas) of

shringara rasa or the erotic are the atmosphere of the place where the two persons

meet, for example the sweet voice of night-birds, the moon, garden, cool breeze, river

bench, sweet music, picture gallery etc. This situation gives rise to anubhavas or
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physical manifestation– how the lover and beloved express themselves to eachother, it

may be love-soaked speech, affectionate exchange of glances, embracing, kissing,

twisting of brows or holding hands etc. It produces involuntary bodily responses (the

sattvika bhavas) like sveda (sweating), romancha (hair standing on end), svarabheda

(changes in one’s tone of voice), vepathu (trembling), vaivarnya (changes in the

colour of one’s face) and also may give rise to complementary (or transitory)

emotional states or the vyabhicharibhavas. Gupteshwar explains it as according to

Bharata, each rasa is developed from a stable state (sthayi bhava), which dwells in all

human hearts as an innate idea or tendency and is fed by a number of minor feelings

more than one mood. After Bharata, all theoreticians of Sanskrit poetics have

accepted shringara rasa or love as an important part of human psyche and behavior as

well as the driving force of human life and existence.

Rati or love in shringara rasa is love or inclination of man or woman towards

each other on the basis of mutual involvement or consent of each other. Rudrata

clearly mentions in Kavyalamkara that no other rasa is capable of proceeding that

bliss or pleasure which the shringara rasa does. The sentiment permeates all human

beings, and more than that even the flora and fauna. Anandavardhan in Dhvanyaloka

considers shringara rasa among all rasas as sweetest and the most exhilarating. Bhoja

holds Shringara to be synonyms of self and ego (Ahamkara). Here, the term ahamkara

(ego) as used by Bhoja does not mean false pride or arrogance, but is indicative of

innate attachment of man to one`s own self. Because of this very ego and self-

attachment he begins to expand his personality. When a lovely damsel casts glances

on a man, it awakens an emotion of self consciousness, self confidence and self

attachment and plunges him headlong into bliss. This is verily the state of ahamkara,

in which he feels an ecstatic thrill, regards himself as fortunate, gratified and
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an object of sweet and tender love. Bhoja considers ego as the main attribute of soul,

which binds all human beings with this world. No one can feel happy if his ego is not

satisfied. We love those who love us. Ultimately we come to love ourselves. So,

Bhoja claims the erotic to be the basic rasa and declares that poetry is beautiful only

because of the erotic. Indrapala Singh writes in his SRINGARA RASA KA SASTRIYA

VIVECHANA: A Critical Discussion of the Sentiment of Love:

Bhoja said that at the root of all Bhavas lay the germ of Ahamkara

otherwise called Shringara and Abhimana. It is a Guna of the Atma

and is the result of past acts. By Ahamkara is meant a self

consciousness or the sense of 'I', which marks off the cultured from the

uncultured. It is that by which not only for himself but for others and

other objects also does man have any love. In this sense, it is called

Atma Rati. It is this 'Ego’, or 'self-love' that is the one Rasa. Its

manifestations are Rati, Hasa etc.  (Singh 17)

Hence, the permanent feeling of the erotic is represented by the feeling of love, and

Sanskrit poetics speaks of two types of this feeling; love in union and love in

saparation. So, shringara is divided into two categories samyoga or union and viyoga

or separation. When the lovers feel themselves united and in perfect harmony is

samyoga and in the other side when the lovers feel themselves separated and are

incapable of living in perfect harmony with each other, is called vipralambha

shringara or viyoga. Union oriented shringara takes place when two lovers enjoy the

company of each other. Separation oriented shringara takes place when two lovers are

separated from each other due to some cause or situation. It is also called

vipralambha. Vipralambha is further divided into four parts- purvaraga, mana, pravasa

and karuna. The situation of hero and heroine inclining towards each other before
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actual union is called purvaraga (predisposition). So, purvaraga is love before union.

This is generated by looking a person to be loved in picture, dream or hearing about

him/her from others. Mana (anger in love) means anger or displeasure, generated by

exceeding love or jealousy. In this situation lover and beloved stay at the same place,

but there is an absence of exchange of kisses, embrace etc. It is further divided into

two categories pranaya mana and irshya mana. Pranaya mana is the situation when a

sort of anger develops between the two lovers sometimes without any solid reason

and irshya mana is the situation of doubt, suspicion or jealousy among each other

may be due to presence of another person male or female between them. Third

category of vipralambha is pravasa (sepration due to travel) or person (nayaka) being

abroad. Departure may be occurred by business, by curse or by some fear etc. Fourth

category is called karuna (separation causing grief). This happens when one of the

lovers has died and hope of re-union declines. A. Berriedale Keith in his book The

Sanskrit Drama in its Origin, Development Theory and Practice writes:

The erotic Sentiment (crngara rasa) is of two kinds, the union

(sambhoga) or sundering (vipralambha) of two lovers, according to

Castra and the great mass of theorists, but the Dacarupa distinguishes

thre cases, privation (ayoga), sundering (viprayoga), and union.

Privation denotes the inability of two young hearts to secure union,

because of obstacles to their marriage; such love passes through ten

stages: longing, anxiety, recollection, enumeration of the loved one's

merits, distress, raving, insanity, fever, stupor, and death. Sundering

may be due to absence or resentment, and this in its turn may be

caused by a quarrel by two determined lover, or indignation at finding

out, by sight, hearing or inference, that one's lover is devoted to
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another. The hero may counteract anger by conciliation, by winning

over her friends, by gifts, by humility, by indifference, and by

distracting her attentation. Absence again due to business, to accident,

or a curse; if reason is death the love sentiment can not, in

Dhananjaya's view, be present, though others allow of a pathetic

variety of this sentiment. In union the lover should avoid vulgarity or

annoyance. (Keith 323)

Bharata has minutely described almost all aspects of love between male and female

through a detailed discussion based on different examples from ancient Indian

literature. Not only this, he has presented shringara rasa as the prominent rasa among

all other rasas present in his eight rasa division. After Bharata many other Indian

scholars like Vishvanatha, Bhoja, Abhinava Gupta, Panditraj Jagannatha, and

Mammat etc. have also accepted the importance of shringara rasa as compared to the

others. It has further been accepted that other permanent moods like humor, wrath,

and terror may vary in ratio or may not be present in all human beings, but rati or love

is a universal feeling or emotion that is always present in all the persons.

Hence, considering the importance of rati or love some scholars have declared

shringara rasa in which all other rasas like hasya, adbhuta, and veera can easily

merge. Bhoja has discussed shringara rasa in his famous work Shringara Prakasha

assigning the utmost importance to shringara rasa and declaring shringara rasa as the

most significant and widespread concept to analyse human behavior and psychology

in different conditions and circumstances. The concept of shringara rasa provides an

approach or way to observe and analyse almost all unexplored dimensions of human

erotic behavior in different situations of mutual enjoyment, pleasure, union and

separation. Shringara rasa presents, rati or love or the erotic as the most important
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driving force of human act and conduct in life, which has a power to control or alter

the priorities of a person`s life. In this way, through shringara rasa the human erotic

behavior and its impact on life can be aesthetically observed and evaluated.

As explained by Bharata, the sthayibhava of the erotic sentiment is love (rati)

and it is associated with the fullness of youth and originates when a relationship is

tied up between a man and woman. The erotic sentiment is usually associated with

bright, pure, beautiful and elegant attire. Bharata has divided this sentiment into two

type, samyoga and vipralambha. Samyoga is the rasa of union and vipralambha is that

of separation. The determinants of samyoga shringara rasa are the blooming seasons

like spring, rich ornaments, full bloom flowers, company of intimate fellows etc.

Consequents in the erotic sentiment which is to be represented on the stage are the

clever moment of the eyes, eyebrows, soft and delicate moment of the limbs, sweet

and pleasant words etc. The consequents vipralambha shringara rasa are indifference,

languor, fear, jealousy, fatigue, anxiety, yearning, drowsiness, dreaming, awakening,

illness, insanity, epilepsy, inactivity, fainting, death and other such conditions.

In addition to Bharatas’s rasas of union and separation Acharya Dhananjaya

has mentioned another rasa of privation. He has named them as sambhoga (union),

viprayoga (separation) and ayoga (privation). The viprayoga and ayoga of

Dhananjaya together correspond to the vipralambha of Bharata.

2. Hasya Rasa:

The sthayibhava of the comic sentiment is laughter. It is aroused by the

determinants such as an unusual dressing, impedance, greediness, quarrel, strange

moment of limbs, use of irrelevant words, uncouth behavior and the like. The

sentiment is represented by the consequents such as the throbbing of lips, the nose,

and the cheek, opening the eyes wide or contracting them, perspiration, and color of
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the face and taking hold of the sides. Complementary psychological states in it are

indolence, dissimulation, drowsiness, sleep, dreaming, insomnia, envy and the like.

There are six types of hasya rasas:

(1) Smita- It is the gentle smile which refers to the wide

opening of the eyes.

(2) Hasita- Smile is revealed by the slight showing of the

teeth.

(3) Vihasita- Gentle laughter is heard by a soft sound.

(4) Upahasita- It is the ridiculous laughter identified by the

shaking of the head.

(5) Apahasita- An uproarious laughter accompanied by tears.

(6) Atihasita- Convulsive laughter amounts to the shaking of

whole body.

The varieties of laughter also categorized for various classes of persons. The first two

identify the superior persons, next two to the middling and the last two to the inferior

type of persons.

3. Karuna Rasa:

The sthayibhava of the pathetic sentiment is sorrow. It is aroused by the

determinants such as suffering under curse, separation from or loss of clear ones,

commotion caused by reversal of situation, death, captivity, fatal injury and other

misfortunes. This is shown on the stage by the consequents such as heaving of sighs,

shedding tears, paralysis, lamentation, dryness of mouth, change of color and loss of

memory etc. The complementary psychological states are epilepsy, depression,

languor, indifference anxiety, yearning, excitement, delusion, fainting etc.
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4. Raudra Rasa:

The sthayibhava of the furious sentiment is anger (krodha). It identifies

rakshasas, danavas, and haughty men and is caused by striking, cutting, mutilation

and the fight in the battle field. It is aroused by the determinants such as indignation,

rape, insult, false allegation, exorcising, jealousy, threatening, revengefulness and the

like passions. It is represented on the stage by the consequents such as biting one’s

lip, knitting of eyebrows, red eyes, moment of cheeks, trembling, frowning, swelling,

drawing of weapons etc. It is soon followed by the complementary psychological

states like indignation, excitement, intoxication, inconstancy, agitation restlessness,

fury etc. It is more truly a sentiment full of conflict.

5. Veera Rasa:

The sthayibhava of the heroic sentiment is energy (utsaha). It is aroused by the

determinants such as good conduct, determination, perseverance, courage, infatuation,

diplomacy, discipline and aggressiveness etc. It is to be shown on the stage by the

consequents such as heroism, firmness, patience, pride, energy, diplomacy etc. Its

complementary psychological states include pride, contentment, firmness of purpose,

judgment, agitation, indignation, etc.

6. Bhayanaka Rasa:

The sthayibhava of the terrible sentiment is fear (bhaya). This is aroused by

the determinants such as loss of courage, sight of ghost, death, hideous noise, terrible

cry of jackals and owls, staying in a lonely area or house etc. It is represented on the

stage by consequents like trembling of all the limbs, sweating, vomiting, spitting,

fainting and the like. The complementary psychological states are depression,

distraction, agitation, paralysis, perspiration, fear, stupefaction, dejection, restlessness,

palpitation of the heart etc.
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7. Bibhatsa Rasa:

The sthayibhava of the odious sentiment is disgust (jugupsa). It is aroused by

the determinants such as disgusting sight, taste, smell and sound, which create

uneasiness and suffocation to the spectators. It is staged in the form of the

consequents like contraction of the mouth and eyes, covering of the nose, spitting,

vomiting etc. Its complementary psychological states are agitation, delusion,

apprehension, sickness, death epilepsy etc.

8. Advuta Rasa:

Its sthayibhava is astonishment (vismaya). It is caused by the determinants like

the supernatural elements, illusory and magical acts. It is shown on stage by the

consequents like exclamation due to surprise, weeping, trembling, stammering,

sweating etc. Its complementary psychological states are joy, agitation, perspiration,

hurry, choking voice, etc. Abhinavagupta added a new rasa, i.e., shanta rasa as the

ninth rasa. This addition was a good cause for the critics to argue on. Many critics

accept only the eight rasas elaborated in chapter six of Bharata’s Natyashastra. Those

who do not recognize shanta as a rasa have their own arguments. Shama is accepted

as the sthayibhava of shanta rasa. The shanta rasa is rejected by many critics on the

ground that:

It is contrary to the teachings of Bharata. Bharata has enumerated the

Bhavas to be forty-nine and Shama is not one of them. If this should be

accepted to be a Bhava the number would exceed the limit fixed by

him. Further, in the same way as the spring season, flowers, etc., excite

love, austerities and study do not bring about Shanta rasa but only

Tattvavijnana or the knowledge of eternal truths, and so austerities,

etc., also cannot be the Vibhavas of Shanta. Absence of Kama, etc.,
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also cannot be Anubhavas, for how could the absence of Kama or

Krodha, in other words, the negation of an action be represented on the

stage? Dhriti (fortitude), etc., which are related to sensual enjoyment

cannot be the Vyabhicharibhavas of Shanta. So there does not exist a

Rasa, called Shanta, (Sankaran 112)

Hence to accept shanta as a rasa would be to go against Bharata’s rasasutra. Since the

real nature of shama refers to the state of complete inaction and lack of conflict and

tension. Representing it on the stage would be impossible.

Abhinavagupta has tried to prove his point as against such arguments that do

not accept shanta as a rasa. He argues that drama or poetry is not confined to the

trivarga purusharthas, dharma etc. only. It also takes into account the highest

purushartha or moksha. This emotional mood is shama, which is the sthayibhava of

shanta rasa. Critics like Vishwanatha accept shanta as a rasa as according to them

shanta is not solely the cessation of all activity. This too is being represented and

appreciated on stage. “The Alankarashastra (too) recognises nine rasas: shringara,

veera, karuna, adbhuta, hasya, bhayanaka, bibhatsa, raudra, shantah”(Nagaiah 6).

When shanta is accepted as the ninth rasa what then are its sthayibhavas, vibhavas,

anubhavas and vyabhicharibhavas. The sthayibhava of shanta rasa is shama. If

vibhavas (determinants) are the pursuit for spiritual knowledge and freedom from

worldly desires, it is to be represented on the stage by anubhava (consequents) such as

meditation, devotion, perception, recognition of truth, control and sympathy for all

creatures. Its vyabhicharibhavas (complementary psychological states) are courage,

indifference, recollection and fixity etc.

Referring to the old manuscripts of the Natyashastra Abhinavagupta has said

that Bharata has dealt with shanta and its sthayibhava. Bharata’s treatment of shanta
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rasa in Natyasastra is before the sixth chapter. Here shanta is considered as the source

of the other rasas. Hence it is the fundamental rasa which Abhinavagupta called

Maharasa. It is the basic mental state in which all emotions in aesthetic experience

emerge out of shanta and are in the end submerged in it. Shanta is a state of

consciousness which is free from all tensions and turmoil.

Abhinavagupta after analyzing the nature of the nine sthayibhavas has

concluded that the first eight are either pleasant or painful but the shama is only

delightful. The question arises, where lies the rasa, whether in the original character or

actor or poet or spectator or the work itself? Bharata’s rasasutra explains that rasa is

produced when there is the union of sthayibhava with vibhava, anubhava and

vyabhicharibhava. Hence rasa lies in the work of art and the spectator just enjoys it.
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IV. Textual Analysis of the play Abhijnanashakuntalam

Synopsis of the Play

Kalidasa’s Abhijnanashakuntalam is the most popular and very widely read

drama compiled in seven acts. It is a love-drama, and belongs to that class of rupaka

which is known as the “nataka”. Its subject is taken from history in its main outlines.

King Dushyanta is the hero of this drama. He is a dhirodatta hero who is represented

in the play as possessed of almost all the qualities that form the connotation of such

type of hero. Shakuntala, the heroine of drama, is a beautiful picture of womanhood.

It is based on the well-known love-story of king Dushyanta and the maiden

Shakuntala.

It opens with the benedictory stanza called nandi, followed by the prologue. In

the prologue the manager and an actress prepare the audience for the course of action

that is to be staged:

The Prologue of the Shakuntala sets up a paradigm of aesthetic rapture

that leads directly into the play itself. The Stage-Manager, having

praised the intelligence and taste of the audience, has summoned the

leading Actress to the stage to sing for the audience’s delight a song

evoking the summer season in which the first three Acts of the play are

set. (Goodwin 26)

The scene opens showing a young and handsome king, dressed in his hunting suit. He

is armed on a chariot and is chasing a deer. This game of hunting is in the forest in the

foothills of the Himalayas. Dushyanta moves, “Recklessly charging towards Kanva’s

Hermitage chasing a blackbuck, he stops short of killing the sacred animal only when

an anchorite stands barring his way” (Rajan 87). But this is a world of enchantment
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where only holy things can happen. Before he could kill the deer, ascetics from

Kanva’s ashrama stop him from doing so:

j}vfg;M– -x:td'BDo . _

/fhg\ cf>dd[uf]˜o+ g xGtJof] g xGtJoM .

g vn' g vn' af0fM ;+lgkfTof]˜odl:d–

Gd[b'lg d[uz/L/] k'ik/fzfljjflUgM .

Sj at xl/0fsfgf+ hLljt+ rfltnf]n+

Sj r lglztlgkftf jh|;f/fM z/f:t] ..

tT;fw's[t;+wfg+ k|lt;+x/ ;fosd\ .

cft{qf0ffo jM z:q+ g k|xt'{dgful; ..

/fhf–Pif k|lt;+x[tM . -Olt oyf]Q+m s/f]lt ._

(I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 18)

Dushyanta could realize that he is about to do a great mistake. So he puts down his

bow and arrow. In this very context K. Krishnamoorthy writes:

Fate brings King Dushyanta to this hermitage on a pretext of hunting.

Symbolically, the poet suggests that the king’s party was hunting down

harmless deer in the ashrama without any compunction. He is to be

told not to do so. This is the premonition of what is in store for the

deer-like girl who is destined to meet him and fall an unsuspecting

victim. (Krishnamoorthy 69)

The ascetics invite him to the penance groves of Kanva’s hermitage. But sage Kanva

is not there. He has gone to Somatirtha to propitiate Gods to ward off the impending

misfortune of his foster daughter, Shakuntala, who is first seen on the bank of the

river Malini. Here she is watering the plants with two of her companions Priyamvada

and Anasuya who are more involved in flattering Shakuntala’s blooming youth:

zs'Gtnf–;lv cg;"o] cltlkg4]g jNsn]g+ lk|o+jbof
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lgolGqtf˜l:d . lzlyno tfjb]tt\ .

cg;"of– tyf . -Olt lzlynolt ._

lk|o+jbf–-;xf;d\ ._ cqkof]w/lj:tf/lot[ cfTdgf] of}jgd'kfne:j .

df+ lsd'kfne;] . (I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 26)

It means Shakuntala tells Anasuya that she is hard pressed by the bark-cloth fastened

very tightly by Priyamvada and so she requests her to loosen it. As Anasuya loosens it

saying very well, Priyamvada, with a laugh, tells Shakuntala rather to blame her own

youth which expands her bosom and not to her. While Dushyanta was roaming in the

hermitage, he sees Shakuntala from behind the bushes. He stands there praising the

beauty in bark garments. He is already attracted by her beauty but gets the opportunity

to come near her only when a bee troubles her:

zs'Gtnf–g Pif w[i6f] lj/dlt cGotf] uldiofld .

syldtf]˜KofuR5lt . xnf kl/qfo]yf+ dfdg]g b'lj{gLt]g dw's/]0fflee"odfgfd\ .

pe]–-;l:dtd\ ._ s] cfjf+ kl/qft'd\ b'io+tdfqmGb . /fh/lIftJoflg tkf]jgflg gfd .

/fhf–cj;/f]˜odfTdfg+ k|sfzlot'd\ . g e]tJo+ g e]tJod\– -OTowf]{Qm] :jutd\ ._

/fhefj:Tjle1ftf] ej]t\ . ejt' Pj+ tfjblewf:o] .

(I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 32)

In the very conversation, Shakuntala says that the impudent creature does not yet

refrain and so she will go elsewhere. When the bee goes even there, she requests her

friends to save her who is being assailed by that ill-mannered bee. In response,

Anusaya and Priyamvada tell her that they are not the one to deliver her and so she

should call out Dushyanta as the penance-forests are said to be defended by the king.

This is the time or opportunity for him to discover himself and therefore appears there
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telling her not to fear. For him, this way his royal character might be known. He helps

her to get away from the bee.

On the very first sight of Dushyanta, Shakuntala too experiences disturbed

psychological feelings that love creates in adolescent hearts:

cg;"of- xnf zs'Gtn] plrt+ gM ko'{kf;gdltyLgfd\ .

cqf]kljzfdM -Olt ;jf{ pkljzlGt ._

zs'Gtnf- -cfTdutd\ ._ ls+ g' vlNjd+ k|]Io tkf]jglj/f]lwgf]

ljsf/:o udgLofl:d ;+j[Qf .

(I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 36)

Here, in this conversation, Anasuya tells Shakuntala that it is proper time for them to

wait on their guest and so they should sit there. This very time Shakuntala expresses

that on seeing that guest; she has become susceptible of emotion which is inconsistent

with or contrary to life in a penance-grove. To come closer to Shakuntala the king

conceals his real identity:

/fhf– -cfTdutd\ ._

syldbfgLdfTdfg+ lgj]bofld sy+ jfTdfkxf/+ s/f]ld . ejt' .

Pj+ tfjb]gf+ jIo] . -k|sfzd\ ._

ejlt oM kf}/j]0f /f1f wdf{lwsf/] lgo'QmM

;f]xd lj£glqmof]knDefo wdf{/0oldbdfoftM .

(I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 38)

He introduces himself as a royal attendant appointed by his majesty of the Puru race

to supervise religious rites and has come to this sacred grove to ascertain if the

religious observations are free from obstacles. Act I also reveals the true parentage of

Shakuntala:
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cg;"of–z[0ff]Tjfo{M . cl:t sf]˜lk sf}lzs Olt uf]qgfdw]of]

dxfk|efjf] /fhlif{M .

/fhf–cl:t . >"ot] .

cg;"of–tdfjof]M lk|o;VofM k|ejdjuR5 . plHemtfofM

z/L/;+jw{gflble:tft sfZokf]˜:ofM lktf .

/fhf–plHemtzAb]g hlgt+ d] sf}t"xnd\ . cf d"nfR5«f]t'ldR5fld .

cg;"of–z[0ff]Tjfo{M . uf}tdLtL/] k'/f lsn t:o

/fhif]{?u|] tkl; jt{dfg:o lsdlk hftzÍ}b]{j}d]{gsf

gfdfK;/fM k|]liftf lgodlj£gsfl/0fL .

(I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 40, 42)

Here, Anasuya informs the king that there is a certain royal sage of mighty prowess

whose family name is Kaushika. The king says that they have heard of him. Then she

further tells him that Kaushika is the generator, in other words, natural father of their

friend Shakuntala. Father Kashyapa is her father by reason of his having reared up her

body after she was abandoned. The word ‘abandoned’ has excited his curiosity and so

he wishes to hear from the beginning. Therefore, Anasuya tells him in details that the

nymph named Menaka, as it is said, was sent as an obstacle to penance by the gods,

whose fear was somehow aroused, against that royal sage, when formerly practicing

rigorous austerities, on the bank of the Gautimi. Hence, she is the daughter of the

apsara Menaka and the sage Vishwamitra (Kaushika) and Kashyapa or Kanva is her

foster-father. Politely addressing Shakuntala, Dushanta describes that every part of

her body is being exhausted by watering the trees and therefore makes her free from

debt, and by saying so he offers his ring to her as a token to love:

/fhf–eb|] j[If;]rgfb]j kl/>fGtfdqejtL+ nIfo] . tyf XØ:ofM .
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;|:tf+;fjltdfqnf]lxttnf} afx" 36f]TIf]k0ff–

bBflk :tgj]ky'+ hgolt ˘jf;M k|df0fflwsM .

a4+ s0f{lz/Lif/f]lw jbg] wdf{De;f+ hfns+

aGw] ;|+l;lg r}sx:toldtfM kof{s'nf d"w{hfM ..

tbxd]gfdg[0ff+ s/f]ld . -OToª\u'nLo+ bft'ldR5lt ._

-pe] gfdd'b|fIf/f0og'jfRo k/:k/djnf]sotM ._

/fhf–cnd:dfgGoyf ;+efJo . /f1M kl/u|xf]oldlt /fhk'?if+ dfdjuR5t .

(I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 46, 48)

Both Anasuya and Priyamvada on reading the letters of the name inscribedon the ring,

stare at each other. Then the king tells her not to take him as someone else as it is a

gift from the king to know him and therefore to be a kingly person for her. Before the

ignited love could be expressed, the three girls had to leave with the fear of being

attacked by an elephant that was terrified and confused by the sight of the king’s

chariot. It had become wild.

In this very act, the gestures of Shakuntala reveal a similar feeling of love

creeping in her heart for Dushyanta. She is also struck by the grace and charm of the

new visitor:

zs'Gtnf–cg;"o] clegjs'z;"Rof kl/Ift+ d] r/0f+

s'/aszfvfkl/nUg+ r jNsnd\ . tfjTkl/kfnot df+ ofjb]tGdf]rofld.

-zs'Gtnf /fhfgdjnf]soGtL ;Jofh+ ljnDAo ;x ;vLEof+ lgiqmfGtf ._

(I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 52)

Here, she tells Anasuya that her foot is pricked by a young kusha shoot and her bark-
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garment is caught in a Kurabaka-branch and so she appeals her to wait for her till she

releases it. In fact, it is just her pretension as it is clearly seen that she goes away with

her friends gazing at the king delaying under pretexts. The king also departs, head

over ears in love, and determined to encamp there and see it through.

Act II is mainly a dialogue between the king and his companion Madhavya. The

inner desire of Dushyanta to meet Shakuntala is slowly getting intensified:

/fhf–

sfd+ lk|of g ;'nef dg:t' tb\efjbz{gf˘jfl; .

cs[tfy]{˜lk dgl;h] /ltd'eok|fy{gf s'?t] ..

-l:dt+ s[Tjf ._

PjdfTdflek|fo;+efljt]i6hglrQj[lQM k|fy{lotf lj8DAot] .

l:gUw+ jLlIftdGotf]˜lk got] oTk|]/oGTof tof

oft+ oRr lgtDaof]u'{?tof dGb+ ljnf;flbj .

df uf OTo'k?4of oblk ;f ;f;"od'Qmf ;vL

;j{ tlTsn dTk/fo0fdxf] sfdL :jtf+ kZolt ..

(II, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 56, 58)

He says it is true that the dear one is not easy to obtain, yet his mind feels comforted

on perceiving her emotion of love. Although love has not got its object, reciprocity of

solicitation gives him delight. He also happens to mock the suitor who infers the

feelings of his cherished one from his own.

In a hope to see her again he orders to encamp near the hermitage. His desire

to meet Shakuntala again seems to materialize when two hermits from Kanva’s

ashrama come requesting him to guard the hermitage from the demons. The demons
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have been disturbing them while performing the sacred rites. Dushyanta readily

accepts to stay back and guard them. The king expresses to Madhavya all his love

filled feelings for Shakuntala.

ljb"ifsM– oB]j+ k|Tofb]z ObfgL+ ?kjtLgfd\ .

/fhf – Ob+ r d] dgl; jt{t] .

cgf3|ft+ k'ik+ ls;nodn"g+ s/?x}–

/gflj4+ /Tg+ dw' gjdgf:jflbt/;d\ .

cv08+ k'0ofgf+ kmnldj r tb|"kdg3+

g hfg] ef]Qmf/+ sldx ;d'k:yf:olt ljlwM ..

(II, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 72)

Here the king tells him that her flawless beauty is a flower not yet smelt, a tender

sprout not plucked with the nails, a gem yet imperforated, fresh honey whose flower

is yet untasted, and the reward of collected merit not yet exhausted by enjoyment. He

does not know whom providence designs as her enjoyer.

Madhavya is his close companion so close that he sends Madhavya to break the royal

Mother’s fast. He is unable to go as he is tied with his duty to guard the hermitage:

/fhf– ;Todfs'nLe"tf]˜l:d .

s[Toof]le{Ggb]zTjfb\ å}wLejlt d] dgM .

k'/M k|ltxt+ z}n] ;|f]tM ;|f]tf]jxf] oyf ..

-ljlrGTo ._ ;v] TjdDaof k'q Olt k|ltu[xLtM .

ctf] ejflgtM k|ltlgj[To tkl:jsfo{Jou|dfg;+ dfdfj]B

tqejtLgf+ k'qs[Todg'i7ft'dx{lt .

(II, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 84)
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Here the king says that he is really in a fix. The two duties having to be performed in

different places, his mind is divided between the two like the current of a river

obstructed by a hillock in front. He further tells Madhavya that he has been regarded

as a son by Mother and so he can return from there, and having told that the king’s

mind is engrossed by the business of the sages, he can discharge the duties devolving

on a son, towards Her Majesty. Before Madhavya leaves for the palace Dushyanta

says that his love for Shakuntala is just a tale that he invented for the little diversion

from routine duties:

/fhf–-:jutd\ ._

rknf]˜o+ a6'M . sbflrb:dTk|fy{gfdGtMk'/]EoMsyo]t\ .

ejt' . Pgd]j+ jIo] . -ljb"ifs+ x:t] u[xLTjf . k|sfzd\ ._

jo:o Clifuf}/jfbf>d+ uR5fld . g vn' ;Tod]j

tfk;sGosfof+ ddflenfifM .

(II, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 84)

The king tells him that he goes to the hermitage on account of his reverence for the

sages and certainly he has no desire for the daughter of the sage. He does so in order

to conceal the love affair from the ladies of the Royal palace. Shakuntala’s

companions are introduced in the first Act, but Dushyanta’s friend comes into the

stage in the second Act. In the act Dushyanta gives a complete picture of Shakuntala’s

beauty to his friend Madhavya:

/fhf–jo:o ls+ ax'gf .

lrq] lgj]Zo kl/slNkt;Œjof]uf ?kf]Rro]g dg;f ljlwgf s[tf g' .

:qL/Tg;[li6/k/f k|lteflt ;f d] wft'lj{e'Tjdg'lrGTo jk'˘r t:ofM ..

(II, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 72)
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Describing her beauty, he says that when he considers the omnipotence, she appears

to him to be quite a special or matchless creation of the jewel of womankind. He also

expresses his growing love for Shakuntala.

Act III takes us back to the hermitage where Shakuntala is suffering from

sunstroke. Priyamvada tries to cool the raising temperature of her body with lotus

leaves and ushira root:

;Vof}–-pkjLHo . ;:g]xd\ ._

xnf zs'Gtn] clk ;'volt t] glngLkqjftM .

zs'Gtnf–ls+ jLhotf] df+ ;Vof} .

-;Vof} ljiffb+ gf6loTjf k/:k/djnf]sotM ._

(III, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 92)

The fever is actually due to her longing for Dushyanta. The other side of the play

shows Dushyanta in deep love for Shakuntala. Dushyanta is wounded by the arrow of

Shakuntala’s beauty as in the soliloquy he says:

tj s';'dz/Tj+ zLt/lZdTjldGbf]å{oldbdoyfy{+ b[Zot] dlåw]if' .

lj;[hlt lxdue}{/lUgldGb'd{o"v}:Tjdlk s';'daf0ffGjh|;f/Ls/f]lif ..

(III, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 88)

Here he says that her having flowery-arrows and the Moon’s cool rays: both these

things appear to be untrue in the case of persons like him; for the moon showers fire

with rays having cold in the interior; and she too makes her flowery-arrows have the

hardness of adamant. In a hope to meet Shakuntala again, he moves restlessly in the

forest. Suddenly he sees the “milky sap” of the plucked flowers, “a line of foot prints”

on the “pale river sand” and the “twining stems”. In a love-affected condition the king

says:
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cEo'Ggtf k'/:tfbjuf9f h3guf}/jfTk˘rft\ .

åf/]˜:o kf08'l;st] kbklª\Qmb[{Zot]˜legjf ..

ofjlå6kfGt/]0ffjnf]sofld .

-kl/qmDo tyf s[Tjf . ;xif{d\ ._

co] nAw+ g]qlgjf{0fd\ . Piff d] dgf]/ylk|otdf ;s';'df:t/0f+

lznfk§dlwzofgf;vLEofdGjf:ot] . ejt' . >f]iofDof;f+

lj>Deslytflg . -Olt ljnf]solG:ytM ._

(III, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 90)

Here he says that at the entrance of the bower where there is white sand is seen a line

of fresh-prints, raisedin the front part and sunken deep towards the hinder one, on

account of the heaviness of her hips. His heart fills with joy as these signs indicate

that Shakuntala is somewhere nearby. He finds her on the bank of Malini but prefers

to adore her beauty from behind the bushes. He stands there to find if the fire of love

is equally radiant in her heart. There Shakuntala shyly admits to her friend that she is

in love with Dushyanta. M. Krishnamachariar writes:

King Dushyanta of the Lunar race pursues a gazette in the vicinity of

Kanva’s hermitage. Here he espies Shakuntala watering her tender

nursery with her favourite friends. Struck by her beauty he begs for an

interview. He overhears the reciprocation by love of Shakuntala, meets

and marries her. He gives her his ring and with a promise to fetch her

soon he returns to his palace. (Krishnamachariar 192)

They get married by Gandharva tradition as the king convinces her that many

daughters of royal sages are heard as married by the Gandharva form of marriage, and

were approved of their father.
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In the blooming of their love Priyamvada and Anasuya play an important role.

They initiate Shakuntala to express her love for Dushyanta. Hence bringing the lovers

together, the lovers are left alone by Priyamvada and Anasuya. But the couple had to

separate very soon as Lady Gautami comes in to enquire about Shakuntala’s health:

/fhf–

ckl/Iftsf]dn:o ofjTs';'d:o]j gj:o if6\kb]g .

cw/:o lkkf;tf dof t] ;bo+ ;'Gbl/ u[Xot] /;f]˜:o ..

-Olt d'vd:ofM ;d'Ggdlot'ldR5lt . zs'Gtnf kl/x/lt gf6\o]g ._

-g]kYo]_

rqmjfsjw's] cfdGqo:j ;xr/d\ . pkl:ytf /hgL .

zs'Gtnf– -;;+e|dd\ ._

kf}/j c;+zo+ dd z/Lj[QfGtf]knDefofof{ uf}tdLt PjfuR5lt . tlå6kfGtl/tf] ej .

/fhf– tyf . (III, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 114)

She takes her back to the cottage. Dushyanta again hides behind the bushes to conceal

his presence from Lady Gautami. After everyone has left, Dushyanta comes out from

behind the bushes trying to feel Shakuntala’s presence in the “bowers of creepers”

where she rested, “on the stone slap”, on “the bed of flowers crushed by her body”:

t:ofM k'ikdoL z/L/n'lntf zøof lznfofldo+

SnfGtf] dGdyn]v Pif glngLkq] gv}/lk{tM .

x:tfb\e|i6ldb+ la;fe/0fldTof;Hodfg]If0ff]

lgu{Gt'+ ;x;f g j]t;u[xfR5Sgf]ld z"Gofblk ..

(III, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 118)
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Shakuntala surrenders herself with immense faith on Dushyanta. He too is true to his

love. The signet ring that he has already gifted to Shakuntala in Act II is now a token

of love for her. He leaves Shakuntala with a promise to come back soon to take her.

In Act IV Shakuntala bestows upon her the curse of Durvasa. She sits near a

cottage door, completely lost in the thoughts of her lover, Dushyanta. She is unaware

of the happenings of the world around her. In such a time, the angry sage, Durvasa,

comes and enquires about the possible hospitality in the hermitage. But poor

Shakuntala whose entire mental and spiritual being is with Dushyanta could not see or

hear Durvasa. The irate sage cannot control his temper as he is disregarded, and

pronounces a terrible curse on her:

cfM cltlykl/efljlg–

ljlrGtoGtL odgGodfg;f tkf]wg+ j]lT; g dfd'kl:ytd\ .

:dl/iolt Tjf+ g ; af]lwtf]˜lk ;Gsyf+ k|Dqm k|yd+ s[tfldj ..

(IV, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 122)

He cursed that the person whom she was thinking of would no more recognize her. It

is Priyamvada and Anasuya who heard the holy man’s curse. It was Priyamvada’s

pleading near the angry sage that he said the way to nullify the power of his curse:

lk|o+jbf–obf lgjlt{t'+ g]R5lt tbf lj1flktf] dof .

eujg\ k|yd Olt k|]Ioflj1fttkMk|efj:o b'lxt[hg:o eujt}sf]˜k/fwf] dif{lotJo Olt .

cg;"of–tt:ttM . -tbf] tbf] ._

lk|o+jbf–ttf] gd] jrgdGoyfefljt'dx{lt ls+

Tjle1fgfe/0fbz{g]g zfkf] lgjlt{iot Olt dGqodf0f PjfGtlx{tM .

(IV, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 124)
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The power of his curse would cease the moment she presents some ornament as a

token of recognition.The two companions of Shakuntala are consoled as Shakuntala

has the signet ring of the king. They prefer to keep the matter of curse a secret:

lk|o+jbf–-ljnf]So ._

cg;"o] kZo tfjt\ . jfdx:tf]klxtjbgf˜˜lnlvt]j lk|o;vL .

et[{utof lrGtofTdfgdlk g}iff ljefjolt . ls+ k'g/fuGt'sd\ .

cg;"of–lk|o+jb] åof]/]j gf} d'v] Pif j[QfGtl:ti7t' .

/lIftJof vn' k|s[ltk]njf lk|o;vL .

(IV, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 126)

A curse has befallen upon Shakuntala due to which the innocent girl has to face a life

filled with sorrow. But she is unaware of the entire episode of the curse. This very act

is about the curse of Durvasa, revelation that Shakuntala is bearing Dushyanta’s child

and the ceremony of her departure. It is in this act that sage Kanva first appears on the

stage. As he steps into the hermitage a holy voice informs him that in Shakuntala’s

womb grows the “glowing energy” of Dushyanta:

b'ioGt]gflxt+ t]hf] bwfgf+ e"to] e'jM .

cj]lx tgof+ a|DxGglUguef{+ zdLldj ..

(IV, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 132)

Hence, he arranges for the immediate departure of Shakuntala to Hastinapur. In their

farewell to Shakuntala, trees give rare ornaments and the elderly women of the

hermitage give her valuable pieces of advice:

Iff}d+ s]glrlbGb'kf08' t?0ff dfËNodfljis[t+

lgi7\o"t˘r/0ff]kef]u;'nef] nfIff/;M s]glrt\ .

cGo]Eof] jgb]jtfs/tn}/fkj{efuf]lTyt}–
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b{QfGofe/0fflg tlTs;nof]]b\e]bk|ltålGåleM ..

(IV, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 138)

This means to say that a fine silk garment, white like the moon, was offered by a

certain tree, and suited to this auspicious occasion; by another was exuded the lac-dye

for application to this feet, and ornaments were presented from other trees by the

hands of sylvan deities put forth as far as the wrist and vying with the bursting of

tender sprouts from there. Then, she leaves the hermitage with blessings and good

wishes from her lovely friends, the inanimate plant, the inarticulate deer and all other

indwelling divinities. Shakuntala leaves the sylvan surrounding with tears rolling

down her cheek. But an inner joy to meet her husband was also there. After much

lamentation, Shakuntala departs and her foster-father Kanva finds peace.

The next two Acts (V and VI) are set in the palace, a place of unnatural

disorder, in contrast to the natural world of the hermitage. In Act V, one of

Dushyanta’s wives, Hamsapadika, sings a lament over losing the king’s favor to

another woman as it is seen in a conversation between Vidushaka and the Dushyanta:

ljb"ifsM – -s0f{+ bTjf ._

ef] jo:o ;+uLtzfnfGt/]˜jwfg+ b]lx . snljz'4fof uLt]M

:j/;+of]uM >"ot] . hfg] qoejtL x+;klbsf j0f{kl/ro+ s/f]tLlt .

/fhf–t"i0fL+ ej . ofjbfs0f{ofld .

-cfsfz] uLot] ._

clegjdw'nf]n'k:Tj+ tyf kl/r'DAo r"td~h/Ld\ .

sdnj;ltdfqlgj{[tf] dw's/ lj:d[tf]˜:o]gf+ syd\ ..

(V, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 158)

The words return to the metaphors of the mango and the bee, thus the lament operates
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on two levels, and Dushyanta reacts emotionally. He ascribes the feeling to vague

memories of a lover from some previous life. In this very act, the pregnant Shakuntala

is presented to the king, who is attracted by her beauty, but can’t recognize her:

/fhf–-zs'Gtnf+ lgj{0o{ . cfTdutd\ ._

Obd'kgtd]j+ ?kdlSni6sflGt k|ydkl/u[xLt+ :ofGg j]ToJoj:og\ .

e|d/ Oj ljeft] s'GbdGt:t'iff/+ g r vn' k/f]ef]Q+'m gflk zSgf]ld xft'd\ ..

(V, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 178)

Shakuntala experiences signs of some ill omen as she first steps into the palace. The

curse of Durvasa has worked; she is not recognized by her husband. He does not

accept her as his wife. So, she tries to remove his doubt by showing him a token of

recognition in the following lines:

zs'Gtnf–ejt' . olb k/dfy{tM k/kl/u|xzlª\sgf

Tjo}j+ k|j[Q+ tble1fg]gfg]g tjfzª\sfdkg]iofld .

/fhf–pbf/M sNkM .

zs'Gtnf– -d'b|f:yfg+ k/fd[Zo ._

xf lws\ xf lws\ . cª\u'nLosz"Gof d]˜ª\u'lnM .

-Olt ;ljiffb+ uf}tdLdj]Ift] ._

uf}tdL–g"g+ t] zqmfjtf/fEoGt/] zrLtLy{;lnn+

jGbdfgfofM k|e|i6dª\u'nLosd\ .

(V, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 182)

To her misfortune, her signet ring is lost. It has slipped off her finger in Sachee’s

pool while she was taking her bath. Any extent of pleading would not work to

neutralize the powerful curse. Shakuntala also tries her best to remind the king of their
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intimate episodes in the hermitage, which are known only to her and the king. Later

when everything fails, she rebukes him for his blatant faithlessness and for

disregarding a pregnant woman:

zs'Gtnf – ;'i7' tfjbq :jR5Gbrfl/0fL s[tfl:d

ofxd:o k'?j+zk|Too]g d'vdwf]x[[{boljif:o

x:tfEof;d'kutf . (V, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 188)

Here, she says that deservedly, indeed, she has been made a wanton woman, who

through the faith in his ancestry fell into the hands of one who has honey on his

tongue but poison in his heart. Then she starts weeping covering her face with the

skirt of her garments.

She is left alone bewailing her wretched fate and her disgrace before the whole

court. Even her own men Sharngarava, Sharadvata and Gautami leave her helpless

and return to their ashrama:

zf/åtM– zfË{/j lsd'Q/]0f . cg'li7tf] u'/f]M ;+b]zM .

k|ltlgjtf{dx] jod\ . -/fhfg+ k|lt ._ tb]iff ejtM sfGtf Toh j}gf+ u[xf0f jf .

pkkGgf lx bf/]if' k|e'tf ;j{d'vL .. uf}tdL uR5fu|tM . -Olt k|l:ytfM ._

zs'Gtnf–sydg]g lstj]g ljk|nAwfl:d . o"odlk df+ kl/Tohy .

(V, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 190)

So, before anything could be decided about the poor lady she appeals to venerable

Earth to open a grave for her and vanishes with a flash of light in a woman’s shape:

zs'Gtnf– eujlt j;'w] b]lx d] ljj/d\ . (V, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 194).

Act VI takes the hero to the world of sorrow and regret. It is in this act that

Dushyanta realizes the great injustice he has done to Shakuntala. Two policemen
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enter with a fisherman who claims to have found the royal signet ring in the belly of

the fish. It is so clearly expressed in the dialogue between the Superintendent and the

Fisherman:

ZofnM– -ljx:o ._

ljz'4 ObfgLdfhLjM .

k'?ifM–et{M df Pj+ e0f .

;xh+ lsn olålglGbt+ g vn' tTsd{ ljjh{gLod\ .

kz'df/0fsd{bf?0ff]˜g'sDkfd[b'/]j >f]lqoM ..

ZofnM– tt:ttM . -tbf] tbf] ._

k'?ifM–Psl:dlGbj;] v08zf] /f]lxtdT:of] dof slNktM .

ofjQ:of]b/fEoGt/] k|]If] tfjlbb+ /Tgef;'/dª\u'nLos+

b[i6d\ . k˘rfbxd:o ljqmofo bz{oGu[xLtf] efjld>}M .

df/ot jf d'~rt jf . cod:ofudj[QfGtM .

(VI, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 198)

As he sees the ring his eclipsed memory gets cleared. He recollects all the promises he

had made to Shakuntala. The very sight of the ring drives the king almost mad. He is

unable to reconcile to what he has done to his dear Shakuntala. He is guilty of

insulting her. Now it is his turn to lament his fate. He forgets all the joys of life. Even

the spring festival is not being celebrated. Life becomes colorless for him. He curses

himself for his rudeness towards Shakuntala:

/fhf–-WofgdGb+ kl/qmDo ._

k|yd+ ;f/ª\ufIof lk|oof k|ltaf]Wodfgdlk ;'Ktd\ .

cg'zob'Mvfo]b+ xtx[bo+ ;+k|lt lja'4d ..

(VI, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 212)
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Here, turning round slowly as if in his daydream, he says that previously buried in

slumber though being roused by my fawn-eyed beloved, the accursed heart of him has

now awakened to experience the anguish of remorse. The handsome king now looks

charmless and weak. K. Krishnamoorthy writes:

The king’s grief grows so much that he almost loses his balance of

mind. Like the Pururavas we saw, he too starts addressing the ring, the

bee, flamingo and so forth. He tries to forget his sorrow like the

Yaksha in the poem by painting a portrait of his beloved against the

backdrop of a mountain landscape, with river, hut and grazing deer of

the hermitage. (Krishnamoorthy 74)

In remorse, he passes sleepless nights:

/fhf–jo:o syd]jdlj>fGtb'Mvdg'ejfld .

k|hfu/flTvnLe"t:t:ofM:jKg] ;dfudM .

afik:t' g bbfTo]gf+ b|i6'+ lrqutfdlk ..

;fg'dtL–;j{yf k|dflh{t+ Tjof k|Tofb]zb'Mv+ zs'GtnfofM .

(VI, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 236)

He is so grief-stricken that the Royal duties are also neglected by him. Madhavya

reappears in this act. It is to him that the king discloses the promises he had made to

Shakuntala. He realizes how the ring must have fallen into Sachee’s pool. Rajan

comments on the role of Madhavya as:

Madhavya is not the typical Vidushaka, he is hardly involved in

intrigue. As Shakuntala is a different kind of heroine, Madhavya is a

different kind of jester and king’s companion. The heroine and the
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jester never meet in this play. With exquisite poetic tact, Kalidasa

keeps them and their worlds apart. Madhavya, as we noted earlier

never enters the “green world”; he stands on its fringes complaining

about his aching joints. (Rajan 101)

Madhavya’s first appearance is in Act II and he reappears in Act VI. In Act II the king

discloses to Madhavya his love for Shakuntala. But he is sent to the palace as the

surrogate son to break the fast of the Royal Mother. To keep his love for Shakuntala

away from the ears of the royal ladies, Dushyanta said him that her story was invented

for the sake of entertainment. In Act VI too the king chooses him as his companion to

whom he could express his guilt and grief:

ljb"ifsM–d}jd\ . gGjª\u'nLosd]j lgbz{gdjZo+

efJolrGtgLoM ;dfudf] ejtLlt .

/fhf–-cª\u'nLos+ ljnf]So ._ co] Ob+ tfjb;'ne:yfge|+lz zf]rgLod\ .

tj ;'rl/tdª\u'nLo g"g+ k|tg' dd]j ljefJot] kmn]g .

c?0fgvdgf]x/f;' t:of˘Ro'tdl; nAwkb+ obª\u'nLif' ..

(VI, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 222)

Madhavya consoles the king telling him that, indeed, the discovery of the ring is

itself an indication that a union, which must take place, is brought about in an

unthought way. After that, looking at the ring, the king says that the ring, indeed,

dropped from a place not easy of access, is lamentable. Addressing the ring, he further

says that verily ring, the stock of its merit is extremely small like that of his, as is

judged from the result; since having once obtained a station on her fingers, charming

on account of the glowing nails, that has fallen off. Thus, king curses the ring for
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slipping off the delicate finger of Shakuntala. His grief is so intense that he even loses

his consciousness.

Meanwhile Matali comes as Indra’s messenger. He comes on behalf of Indra

to request Dushyanta to help Indra fight against the Titans. Sanumati making herself

invisible, hears to all the conversations of the grief stricken king. She goes happily to

Shakuntala’s mother, Menaka, to inform about the grief-stricken state of the king.

This indicates that something good was about to happen in the lives of Shakuntala and

Dushyanta. As a rescue from the intense mental agony Dushyanta accepts the

invitation of Indra.

With Act VII we enter into a world of spiritual beauty. There is a contrast in

the world of Act I and Act VII. “The difference in tone and character of the two

worlds – the initial green world and this golden world which is the artifice of eternity”

(Rajan 85). The happenings of Act I take place in the beautiful surrounding of the

penance groves of Kanva. In this context, K. Krishnamoorthy writes:

Kalidasa’s art reaches its apex here in identifying Shakuntala herself as

the fairest flower of the penance-grove and Dushyanta as a bee that can

not shed his fickleness until he breathes the rarefied spiritual heaven.

The imagery of Kalidasa relating to the bee and flowers recurs

regularly in almost every significant scene of the play, but Kalidasa

concludes with the observation that only the works of the learned who

have drunk of the founts of scriptural truth deserve recognition

(sarasvati srutimahatam mahiyatam). (Krishnamoorthy 88)

Here we see the fresh green colors of the trees, colorful flowers, hovering honey bees,

clear cool water of the Malini, the fragrance of blooming flowers, tender shoots. It

represents “fresh colors of the wood-lands and of budding youth” (Rajan 85). Act VII
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takes place in Kashyapa’s ashrama, the place of highest penances. At a conversation

when Matali well-secures the chariot, both of them get down and he tells Dushyanta

to enjoy a sight of the penance-groves of the venerable sages the king beholds with

astonishment:

dftlnM–;+olGqtf] dof /yM . jodKojt/fdM . -tyf s[Tjf ._

Ot cfo'idg\ . -kl/qmDo ._ b[ZoGtfdqejtfd[ifL0ff+ tkf]jge"doM .

/fhf–gg' lj:dofbjnf]sofld .

k|f0ffgfdlgn]g j[lQ?lrtf ;TsNkj[If] jg]

tf]o] sf~rgkß/]0f'slkz] wdf{leif]slqmof .

Wofg+ /Tglznftn]if' lja'w:qL;+lgwf} ;+odf]

oTsfª\IflGt tkf]le/God'go:tl:d+:tk:oGTodL ..

(VII, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 262)

Here everything is golden and looks ornamented with precious gems and jewels. The

lotuses are golden, water glitters like gold, the rays of the sunset is red and gold. The

hermits meditate not under green and shady trees but in the “jeweled caves with

celestial nymphs” (Rajan 85). This is “a world of austere beauty, luminous with the

light of the spirit; it is not a world of nature, spontaneous, informed by instinct, but of

Nature perfected by restraint and discipline” (Rajan 85). Dushyanta, with a great

surprise, asks Matali to know about the mountain which is seen like a wall of evening

clouds, entering the eastern and western oceans and emitting golden fluid. In the very

response, Matali describes him about it in the following lines:

/fhf–dftn] stdf]˜o+ k"jf{k/;d'b|fjuf9M

sgs/;lg:oGbL ;f+Wo Oj d]3kl/3M ;fg'dfgfnf]Sot] .
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dftlnM–cfo'idg\ Pif vn' x]ds"6f] gfd ls+k'?ifkj{t:tkM ;+l;l4If]qd\ . kZo .

:jfo+e'jfGd/Lr]o{M k|ae"j k|hfkltM .

;'/f;'/u'?M ;f]˜q ;kTgLs:tk:olt ..

(VII, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 258, 260)

It is a world much above the normal man’s vision and the place is “Hema-kuta”, the

home of kimpurusas. Hence the king is desirous of being blessed by them.

Here Dushyanta is attracted by a little boy. He is unlike other children. The

hermit ladies call him Sarva-Damana. The boy is playing with the lion cubs.

afnM–h[De:j l;+x bGtf+:t] u0floio] .

k|ydf–cljgLt ls+ gf]˜kTolglj{z]iffl0f ;Œjflg ljk|s/f]lif .

xGt jw{t] t] ;+/DeM . :yfg] vn' Clifhg]g ;j{bdg Olt s[tgfdw]of]˜l; .

/fhf–ls+ g' vn' afn]˜l:dGgf}/; Oj k'q] l:gXolt d] dgM .

g"gdgkTotf df+ jT;nolt .

(VII, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 266)

On seeing the boy Dushyanta’s heart suddenly cries out for being a father. He

develops a fatherly affection for the boy. He learns from a hermit lady that the child is

the son of an apsara. This raises some curiosity to know about the boy’s parents. The

child calls “Mamma Mamma” on hearing the bird’s name “Shakunta”.

/fhf–-cfTdutd\ ._

ls+ jf zs'Gtn]To:of dft'/fVof . ;lGt k'ggf{dw]o;fb[Zoflg+ .

clk gfd d[ut[li0fs]j gfddfqk|:tfjf] d] ljifbfo sNkt .

(VII, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 274)
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This further raises Dushyanta’s curiosity to know if the child’s mother is his wife

Shakuntala. Is the child his own son? This question arises when Dushyanta learns

that the child is a descendant of the Puru dynasty. Meanwhile the child’s amulet with

divine power falls off his hand. If anyone other than the parents picked it, it would

turn to a serpent and bite the person. But nothing happens to Dushyanta as he touches

the amulet:

k|ydf– -ljnf]So . ;f]å]ud\ ._ cxf] /Iffs/08sd:o dl0faGw] g b[Zot] .

/fhf–cndfj]u]g . glGjbd:o l;+xzfjljdbf{Tkl/e|i6d\ . - OTofbft'ldR5lt ._

pe]–df vNj]tbjnDAo– syd\ . u[xLtdg]g . - Olt lj:dofb'/f]lglxtx:t] k/:k/djnf]sotM._

/fhf–lsdy{+ k|ltlif4fM :dM .

k|ydf–z[0ff]t' dxf/fhM . Piff˜k/flhtf gfdf}iflw/:o hftsd{;do] eujtf df/Lr]g bQf .

Ptf+ lsn Ptf+ lsn dftflkt/fjfTdfg+ r jh{loTjf˜k/f] e"ldklttf+ g u[X0fflt .

(VII, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 274)

He is overwhelmed as he realizes that Sarvadamana was his own son. Shakuntala

comes running as she hears that the amulet did not turn to a serpent. Good fortune

again returns to the lives of Shakuntala and Dushyanta. Both the lovers have lost their

physical charm. But the suffering has enlightened their souls. The first and the third

acts show the union of the physical bodies. Here it is the union of the souls, i.e., the

recognition of the true self. Dushyanta along with his wife Shakuntla and

Sarvadamana take leave from Maricha and the other hermits and they return to

Hastinapur. Then Shakuntala and Dushyanta are united.

This is the final stage of the drama. The play ends but life continues. Bharata

is to inherit the kingdom of Dushyanta. The long spell of penitential grief perfected
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the king. He recognized the true value of love. His pleasure on meeting Shakuntala is

from the core of his heart:

/fhf–-zs'GtnfofM kfbof]M k|l0fkTo ._

;'tg' x[bofTk|Tofb]zAonLsdk}t' t]

lsdlk dg;M ;+df]xf] d] tbf anjfge"t\ .

k|antd;fd]j+k|fofM z'e]if' lx j[QoM

;|hdlk lz/:oGwM lIfKtf+ w'gf]Tolxzª\sof ..

(VII, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 280)

Falling at Shakuntala’s feet, the king, addressing her fair-bodied one, appeals her to

let the unpleasant feeling caused by his repudiation of her pass from his heart;

somehow, great was the infatuation of his mind then; such for the most part are the

modes of action towards auspiciousthings of those seized by a powerful delusion; a

blind man shakes off even a garland of flowers thrown on his head, mistaking it for a

serpent. In fact, his suffering made him to realize her true worth and thus the title of

the play Abhijnanashakuntalam seems pretty much relevant.

k|jt{tf+ k|s[ltlxtfo kfly{jM ;/:jtL >'tdxtf+ dxLotfd\ .

ddflk r Ifkot' gLnnf]lxtM k'ge{j+ kl/utzlQm/fTde"M ..

(VII, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 296)

These are the last lines of the play. These lines are an invocation to Lord Shiva. “The

dark and Light” in the original Sanskrit text is “Nila-Lohita” where nila (dark)

suggests the dark blue color developed in Lord Shiva’s throat due to his swallowing

of poison. To save the world he had drunk poison at the time of Amritmanthana, i.e.,

the beginning of the world lohita is “the brightness of Gauri or Shakti”. This

combination of dark and light is symbolic of human mind that has to see several
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polarities in life. Dushyanta prays Shiva to balance all the polarities and maintain

equilibrium in the world as he had done at the beginning. The play

Abhijnanashakuntalam is the last work of Kalidasa. These “words spoken last are

therefore eminently fitting as the final utterance of the great poet and dramatist; it is

his farewell to his work and to the world in an ultimate sense” (Rajan 84). In this play

the union of lovers brings a complete lokaranjana. The element of grief is prevalent

all through, but the lovers are not separated permanently. Kalidasa’s play

Abhijnanashakuntalam is a success not simply for its story or the perfect unity of the

play with the stage techniques. But Kalidasa blends with all these, the aesthetic beauty

of human sentiments and shringara is a dominating rasa the play-wright has applied in

this very play.

Reflection of Shringara Rasa in the Play

Kalidas’s works show his belief in the theory of Bharata’s rasasutra. The

vibhavas, anubhavas and vyabhicharibhavas are dealt with so minutely in his works

that its union with sthayibhavas produces rasa, which is relished till today. The

Abhijnanashakuntalam is his most cherished play which is the story of Shakuntala’s

love with Dushyanta–they fall in love, separate and at the end reunite. The separation

is the phase of transformation of the lovers where the physical earning transcends into

a more matured and spiritual love when they get finally united. On this maturation of

love Chandra Rajan says:

Shakuntala, having delineated love’s ecstasy and fulfillment as well as

its anguish in the separation that follows the anger and bitterness of its

cruel betrayal, finally gathers it all in the closing scene in an epiphanic

moment of recognition, restoration and reunion. (Rajan 41)
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Kalidasa has treated these three phases of the lovers’ lives in seven acts, and these

seven acts are an amalgamation of Kalidasa’s in-depth knowledge of human

sentiments which is named as rasa. Shringara, love in its many aspects, is a perennial

theme of lyrical poetry. The nataka Shakuntala or Abhijnanashakuntalam is about

love of Dushyanta and Shakuntala. Hence shringara is the rasa that dominates the

play. The most dominant characteristics of the erotic sentiment or shringara rasa are

freely displayed in the descriptions of alingana (embracing), chumbana (kissing),

keshagrahana (holding of hair), nakha-chhedya and danta-chhedya (making of nail

and tooth marks), urumulasamvahana (shampooing of the upper thighs), surata

(coition) and surata-shrama (exhaustion due to surata) in Sanskrit dramas and some of

which are clearly seen in Kalidasa’s play Abhijnanashakuntalam as well. Kalidasa in

this very play explores the twin aspects of shringara rasa – sambhoga shringara and

vipralambha shringara where the sambhoga shringara is presented as erotic and the

vipralambha shringara as sublime. The first instance of sambhoga shringara rasa is

when the king experiences something that indicates a good omen is a fine example of

vyabhicharibhava:

/fhf– -kl/qmDofjnf]So r ._

Obdf>dåf/d\ . ofjTk|ljzfld .

-k|ljZo . lgldQ+ ;"rog\ ._

zfGtldbdf>dkb+ :k'm/lt r afx'M s'tM kmnldxf:o .

cyjf eljtJofgf+ åf/fl0f ejlGt ;j{q ..

(I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 22)

Here after entering the hermitage, the king experiences that the site of hermitage is

peaceful, and yet his arm throbs; from where is there any fruition for it? Or rather
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things destined to happen find access everywhere. In the tranquil environment of

Kanva’s ashrama, Dushyanta sees Shakuntala in her full blooming youth and falls in

love with her. The undisturbed surrounding is the vibhava:

…Rippling beneath a passing breeze, waters flow in deep channels to

lave the roots of trees; smoke drifts up from oblations to the Sacred

Fire to dim the soft sheen of tender leaf buds; free from fear, fawns

browse lazily in meadows beyond, where darbha-shoots are closely

cropped. (Rajan 175)

The beautiful surrounding, the inner joy of Dushyanta and of course the beauty of

Shakuntala triggers the feeling of love in him. Though standing behind the bushes he

too is unable to control himself from adoring and appreciating Shakuntala’s magical

youth as seen in the lines:

zs'Gtnf–ctM vn' lk|o+jbfl; Tjd\ .

/fhf–lk|odlk tYodfx zs'Gtnf+ lk|o+jbf . c:ofM vn' .

cw/M ls;no/fuM sf]dnlj6kfg'sfl/0ff} afx" .

s';'dldj nf]egLo+ of}jgdË]if' ;+g4d\ ..

(I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 28)

He says what Priyamvada has spoken to Shakuntala is the truth. In fact, her lower lip

has the redness of young sprouts; her arms imitate tender twigs; and youth, attractive

like a blossom, pervades all her limbs.

Images of the bee are interlaced throughout the play. A bee is so much

attracted to Shakuntala. Its art gently humming as if whispering a secret; and in spite

of waving her hands, its art kissing her lower lip that is the sole treasure of delight.

So, looking at her, the king says:
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rnfkf¨f+ b[li6+ :k[zl; ax'zf] j]ky'dtL+

/x:ofVofloj :jgl; d[b' s0ff{lGtsr/f .

s/f} Jofw'GjGTofM lkal; /lt;j{:jdw/+

jo+ tŒjfGj]iffg\ dw's/ xtf:Tj+ vn' s[lt ..

(I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 30)

Here the word ‘/lt’ (‘Rati’or ‘love’) is inserted into this verse which, in fact, is the

sthyibhava or the permanent mood of shringara rasa or erotic sentiment. Act I

portrays the physical charm of the hero and the heroine. It also shows Dushyanta’s

fascinating towards the feminine beauty of Shakuntala:

/fhf–sfddgg'?kd:o jk'iff] jNsn+ g

k'g/n+sf/l>o+ g k'iolt . s'tM .

;/l;hdg'lj4+ zjn]gflk /Do+

dlngdlk lxdf+zf]n{Id nIdL+ tgf]lt .

Oodlwsdgf]1f jNsn]gflk tGjL

lsldj lx dw'/f0ff+ d08g+ gfs[tLgfd\ ..

(I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 26)

This means the king says it is granted that the bark-cloth is unsuited to her form, yet it

is not that it does not give her the charm of ornaments. He further describes that a

lotus, even though covered with moss, is charming; the spot though dark, heightens

the beauty of the moon; this slender-bodied lady is lovelier even with her bark-cloth;

to sweet forms, what, indeed, is not an embellishment.

The flattery of Priyamvada and Anasuya are also the major forces who initiate

Shakuntala to express her love through a letter:

lk|o+jbf– -ljlrGTo_
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xnf dbgn]vf]˜:o lqmotfd\ t+ ;'dgf]uf]lkt+ s[Tjf

b]jk|;fb:ofkb]z]g t:o x:t] k|fkloiofld .

cg;"of–/f]rt] d] ;'s'df/M k|of]uM ls+ jf zs'Gtnf e0flt .

zs'Gtnf–ls+ lgof]uf] jf+ ljsNKot] .

lk|o+jbf–t]g XofTdg pkGof;k"j{+ lrGto tfjlTsdlk

nlntkbaGwgd\ . (III, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 103)

In this conversation, when Priyamvada and Anasuya encourage Shakuntala to write a

love-letter with their flattering words, she gets convinced and tells them that their

arrangements are never questioned by her. Their words excite Dushyanta too. Doing

as directed, Shakuntala reads the love-letter:

zs'Gtnf–-oyf]Q+m ?kloTjf ._

xnf z[0f'tldbfgL+ ;Ëtfy{+ g j]lt .

pe]–cjlxt] :jM .

zs'Gtnf–-jfrolt ._

tj g hfg] x[bo+ dd k'gM sfdf] lbjf˜lk /fqfjlk .

lg3[{0f tklt anLo:Tjlo j[Qdgf]/yfof cËflg ..

(III, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 106)

As they are attentive to see if the love-letter is properly arranged or not, she reads: “I

know not your mind, O cruel one, but, day and night, Cupid causes acute pain to the

limbs of me whose affection is centered in you.” Concerning this very issue of love,

K. Krishnamoorthy writes:
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Shakuntala’s first upsurge of love is described by the poet as a

departure from the sacred ethos of the hermitage. Though she is

growing here, she is the offspring of a nymph and her heredity asserts

itself in spite of her environment. She is so much shaken that the

friends lose hope of her normal recovery. Burning fever is baking her

limbs and all home-remedies fail to revive her drooping spirits. The

friends guess from their knowledge of books that she must be a victim

of Cupid’s arrows, and cleverly worn out her heart’s secret, namely

love of Dushyanta. They arbitrarily decide to save their friend by

arranging a secret union of the lovers without consulting any elderly

persons. The king is only too eager to get that chance because he is

also deeply in love by that time. (Krishnamoorthy 69)

Right after she reads the letter, Dushanta hastily approaches there and says:

/fhf–-;x;f]k;[To ._

tklt tg'uflq dbg:Tjfdlgz+ df+ k'gb{xTo]j .

Unkolt oyf zzfÍ+ g tyf lx s'd'åtL+ lbj;M ..

;Vof}–-ljnf]So ;xif{d'Tyfo ._

:jfutdljnlDagf] dgf]/y:o .

(III, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 106)

Here, he addresses Shakuntala a slender frame lady and tells her in response that

Cupid pains her, but for him- he simply burns ceaselessly. The sun does not cause the

(moon-) lotus to fade so much as he does the moon. Seeing and rising with joy, they

welcome to the object of their friend’s desire that comes without delay at an

appropriate moment. In this context, Amal Dhari Singh writes: “Kalidasa makes the
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cool and fragrant breeze incessantly favourable to the lovers who are excessively

tortured by the cupid.” (Singh110).

Before the lovers could express their love for each other, Kalidasa separates

the lovers. But this vipralambha is not the resultant of any hatred. It brings out the

ingrained feelings of love. They long to meet each other. Dushyanta impatiently

reveals to Madhavya about his growing love for Shakuntala:

/fhf–dfwJo cgjfKtrIf'Mkmnf]˜l; . o]g Tjof bz{gLo+ g b[i6d\ .

ljb"ifsM–gg' ejfgu|tf] d] jt{t] .

/fhf–;j{MsfGtdfTdLo+ kZolt . cx+ t' tf+ -Pj_

cf>dnnfde"tf+ zs'Gtnfdlws[To a|jLld .

(II, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 68)

In this conversation, the king tells him that he has not obtained the fruit of his eyes;

for he has not seen the object most worthy to be seen. Then Madhavya asks the reason

and also responds him that the king himself is before him. The king tells him that

every one considers his own as beautiful. Here, he speaks with reference to that

Shakuntala, the ornament of the hermitage. Appreciating the matchless beauty of

Shakuntala Amal Dhari Singh writes:

The heroine of the play Shakuntala is a unique creation of the artist.

She must have been conceived first of all by the imaginative mind of

Brahma. May be that the material for this lovely creation consisted of

the mass of beauties. With the substance of these beauties, He made

the portrait of Shakuntala and again infused life into it. Therefore, she

became matchless amongst womanfolk. (Singh 110)
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On the other side Shakuntala suffers from fever. Virahotkanthita Shakuntala begs:

zs'Gtnf–tBlb jfdg'dt+ tyf jt]{yf+ oyf t:o

/fhif]{/g'sDkgLof ejfld . cGoyfjZo+ l;~rt d] ltnf]bsd\ .

/fhf–;+zoR5]lb jrgd\ .

(III, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 100)

She means to say that if they approve of it, the course she is going to suggest to do

that by which she may be commiserated by the royal sage; or else offer her the sea

mum-water that refers to look upon her as dead. The king says that this very

declaration of her has cut down all his doubts.

Act three of the play is full of the erotic elements of sambhoga shringara.

Dushyanta comes out of the bushes only when he is confirmed that Shakuntala too

loves him. Shakuntala has already lost her soul to Dushyanta. Her father is away but

the innocent hermit girl had already lost her control over her emotions:

zs'Gtnf–sy+ ut] Pj .

/fhf–cndfj]u]g . gGjodf/fwlotf hg:tj ;dLk] jt{t] .

ls+ zLtn}M Sndljgf]lble/fb|{jftfG;~rf/ofld glngLbntfnj[Gt}M .

cÍ] lgwfo s/ef]? oyf;'v+ t] ;+jfxofld r/0ffj't kßtfd|f} ..

zs'Gtnf– g dfggLo]ijfTdfgdk/fwloio] .

(III, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 112)

Here when she says what to do now as her friends are gone, the king tells her not to be

uneasy as the person who is near her is the minister to comfort her. He asks her if he

will set in motion the cool breezes with the cool and languor-removing fans of lotus-

leaves or she, with thighs beautifully tapering like the forearm, he will shampoo them

so as to soothe her.
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She becomes powerless to put up any resistance to the advancement of the

young and handsome royal lover. They get married by Gandharva tradition:

zs'Gtnf–kf}/j /If ljgod\ . dbg;+tKtflk g vNjfTdgMk|ejfld .

/fhf–eL? cn+ u'?hgeo]g . b[i6\jf t] ljlbtwdf{

tqejfGgfq bf]if+ u|xLiolt s'nkltM . kZo .

ufGwj]{0f ljjfx]g axJof] /fhlif{sGosfM .

>"oGt] kl/0fLtf:tfM lkt[le˘rfleglGbtfM ..

(III, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 112, 114)

In this conversation, addressing him king of Puru race, Shakuntala tells him to keep

to decorum though smitten with love, she is not master of herself. Then, calling her

timid one, the king tells her to be away with her fear of the elders on knowing that the

revered patriarch, who knows the holy law, will not find fault with that. Moreover, he

convinces her that many daughters of royal sages are heard as married by the

Gandharva form of marriage, and were approved of their father. In the context of

love-marriage, K. Krishnamoorthy writes:

Kalidasa encapsulates here the eternal problem of humanity about

love-marriage which precariously hangs on the slender thread of

mutual trust. That explains in part the play’s eternal interest for all

generations of readers. (Krishnamoorthy 69)

Here lovers are left alone after they are united with the help of Anasuya and

Priyamvada. Right after the king convinces her for their Gandharva form of the

marriage, Shakuntala wants to depart to take counsel with her friends.  At this very

moment she asks the king when he permits her to go for counseling, the king responds

her in the following way:
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/fhf–ckl/Iftsf]dn:o ofjTs';'d:o]j gj:o if6\kb]g .

cw/:o lkkf;tf dof t] ;bo+ ;'Gbl/ u[Xot] /;f]˜:o ..

-Olt d'vd:ofM ;d'Ggdlot'ldR5lt . zs'Gtnf kl/x/lt gf6\o]g ._

-g]kYo]_

rqmjfsjw's] cfdGqo:j ;xr/d\ . pkl:ytf /hgL .

zs'Gtnf– -;;+e|dd\ ._

kf}/j c;+zo+ dd z/L/j[QfGtf]knDefofof{ uf}tdLt PjfuR5lt . tlå6kfGtl/tf] ej .

/fhf–tyf . (III, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 114)

Here, he tells her that after the honey of her lip, yet untouched and tender is gently

sipped by him, thirsting for it, as is that of the fresh flower by the bee. Then when he

tries to raise her head, Shakuntala gesticulates preventing him doing so. From behind

the scenes it is heard “O female Chakravaka, bid goodbye to your mate; the night has

approached.” With trepidation Shakuntala tells the king, calling him descendant of

Puru, that undoubtedly the venerable Gautami is coming there to inquire about her

health and therefore she informs him to hide himself behind the branches. For

Shakuntala, vipralambha starts from the time Dushyanta left for Hastinapur.

With the curse of Durvasa in the fourth act begins the separation as Dushyanta forgets

Shakuntala as a result of the curse.

Act IV is the fulcrum upon which the play balances. It looks back to all that

has happened and sets the stage for everything to come. There is a considerable

lacuna in the action between acts three and four. The love of Dushyanta and

Shakuntala has been consummated, Shakuntala is pregnant, and Dushyanta has

departed for the city. In this very act Shakuntala’s foster-father Kanva first appears on
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the stage. Right after he steps into the hermitage, a holy voice informs him that in

Shakuntala’s womb grows the “glowing energy” of Dushyanta:

b'ioGt]gflxt+ t]hf] bwfgf+ e"to] e'jM .

cj]lx tgof+ a|DxGglUguef{+ zdLldj ..

(IV, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 132)

To a great extent, the act is a study in the bhava (emotion) of shoka, separation from a

loved one. Lost in shoka, Shakuntala fails to extend a greeting to a guest. The guest

turns out to be Durvasa, a well-known literary character known for his curses. He

places a curse of forgetfulness on Dushyanta. Shakuntala's friends try to undo the

damage, but Durvasa will relent only so far as to say that Dushyanta will remember

her again when he sees the ring he has given her. They do not tell Shakuntala of the

calamity.

Nature becomes a character in this act. The plants and animals of the

hermitage are affected by the sorrow of parting from Shakuntala who was their loving

friend. The trees provide her with royal robes and ornaments to make her queenly.

Carrying the blessings of the elders and bidding farewell, Shakuntala in deep

melancholy is prepared for her departure with her party. K. Krishnamoorthy

comments:

Unlike other plays, sages in the hermitage play a direct part in the

progress of this play and add a new dimension to the emotions

portrayed. Love in its various forms-sexual, sensual, conventional, and

romantic - have all a core of selfish egoism. But it can be broadened at

the base to include the selfless affection of not only brotherly and

sisterly love, but love of youngsters for elders and vice versa, and

finally the whole world of living creatures-bird, beast and plant, ending
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up in love of god.  It is in this fourth Act that we get vignettes of these

sublime manifestations of love which also form part of the empire of

shanta shringara in its unopposed state of harmony.

(Krishnamoorthy 70)

After much lamentation, Shakuntala departs and her father Kanva finds peace.

But it is in Act V when Dushyanta does not recognize her and refuses to

accept her, the separation becomes a grief for her which is seen in her expression:

zs'Gtnf–;'i7' tfjbq :jR5Gbrfl/0fL s[tfl:d ofxd:o k'?j+zk|Too]g

d'vdwf]x[{boljif:o x:tfEof;d'kutf .

(V, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 188)

This means to say that she has been made a wanton who through faith in his ancestry

fell in to the hands of one who has honey on his tongue but poison in his heart. Then

she weeps bitterly covering her face with the skirt of her garments. Dushyanta realizes

his mistakes as he sees the lost ring found by the fisherman. Now begins Dushyanta’s

vipralambha.

In Act VI, he withdraws all his interest from worldly pursuits and repents on

his cruel behavior towards his beloved as he speaks to Madhavya that he has become

quite helpless having remembered the state of his beloved and distressed at her

repudiation:

/fhf–jo:o lg/fs/0fljSnjfofM lk|ofofM ;dj:yfdg':d[To

anjbz/0ff]˜l:d . ;f lx–

OtMk|Tofb]zfT:jhgdg'uGt'+ Jojl;tf

l:ytf lti7]To'Ro}j{blt u'?lzio] u'?;d] .
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k'gb[{li6+ jfikk|;/sn'iffdlk{tjtL

dlo qm'/] oQT;ljifldj zNo+ bxlt dfd\ ..

(VI, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 218)

This means that for Shakuntala, attempting to follow her relatives when discarded

from the court of the palace, stopped when her father’s disciple, as venerable to her as

her sire himself, loudly bade her stay, and again cast at Dushyanta’s cruel self a

glance, dim on account of the flow of tears. It is this that pains him like a barb

smeared with poison. In grief, Dushyanta bans the celebration of the spring festival.

His costumes too symbolize his grief. These are the vibhavas of vipralambha

shringara. The king’s disgust and guilt towards himself are the anubhavas. His

fainting is the vyabhicharibhava. All this combines to produce love-separated i.e.,

vipralambha shringara.

Act VI begins with a note of pleasure at the advent of the vernal month, but

suddenly it is cut away by the Kanchuki; for such is the order of king Dushyanta.

Sanumati, the friend of Shakuntala, who is in the background, actually sees the plight

of the king and his remorse at the eviction of his beloved wife Shakuntala. It is as

good as Shakuntala herself being there in the place of Sanumati. Krishnamoorthy K.

writes:

Kuntaka, the great Sanskrit literary critic, regards the sixth act as the

best illustration of Kalidasa's genius because it is exclusively his

innovation. Though it is difficult to believe in such a complete change

of heart, it is made credible by the introduction of a character like

Sanumati (a messenger of Menaka) to bear witness to it and report it

duly to Sakuntala so that her heart also may be softened towards re-

union, though so much hardened by the cruel rejection earlier.
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(Krishnamoorthy 74-75)

Here the representative of Shakuntala is hiding behind a creeper of the Madhavi-

arbour. We hear Dushyanta admitting before the Vidushaka how his mind is split

asunder by the love for Shakuntala after the signet-ring. Sadashiv A. Dange in his

book Critiques on Sanskrit Drama writes:

To fill up the gap, as if, due to the absence of the heroine here, we have

the picture-board with Shakuntala's portrait on it. King Dushyanta

expreses his grief at the loss of Shakuntala, and Sanumati feels

consoled by the king's repentance. When Sanumati exclaims that the

worthy union (of Shakuntala and Dushyanta) was caused to fail by

fate. Then goes on the elaborate depiction of Dushyanta's memories

about Shakuntala while Sanumati is witnessing everything from her

place of hiding. (Dange 82)

Ultimately, when she is convinced of Dushyanta's innocence and with joy, that the

sorrow of repudiation in the case of Shakuntala is completely washed off, she goes

away.

In Act VII, Kalidasa returns to sambhoga shringara rasa. But the reunion in

the seventh act does not show sensuous love like it was in the first act as it is seen in

the following conversation of the king and Shakuntala:

zs'Gtnf–hot' hoTjfo{k'qM .

-OTowf]{Q]m afiks07L lj/dlt ._

/fhf–;'Gbl/ .

jfik]0f k|ltlif4]˜lk hozAb] lht+ dof .

oQ] b[i6d;+:sf/kf6nf]i7k'6+ d'vd\ ..

(VII, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 280)
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This means to say that while saying victory to her husband, she stops in the middle of

her speech and her voice being choked with tears. Then addressing his lovely beloved,

the king says that he has gained a victory although her utterance of the word

‘victory’was impeded by tears, since her face with its lips-red owing to want of

decoration, has been seen by him. Here, rather the meaning of love has been raised

from the physical to the spiritual ideal. Shringara rasa is no more in its erotic aspect, it

has transcended to a more meditative behavior of the matured lovers. The lovers unite

in the serene surrounding of Kashyapa’s hermitage. Sarvadamana becomes the

medium to reunite his parents, Dushyanta and Shakuntala.

On seeing the child the king’s heart is filled with vatsalya (affection) for the

child:

/fhf–:k[xofld vn' b'n{lntfof:d} .

cfnIobGtd's'nfglgldQxf;}/AoQmj0f{/d0fLojrMk|j[QLg\ .

cÍf>ok|0flog:tgofGjxGtf] wGof:tbË/h;f dlngLejlGt ..

(VII, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 268)

Here, he means to say that he really longs for this wayward boy. The blessed alone,

who, bearing their little sons fondly wishing to sit on their lap, with their budlike

slender teeth slightly visible by their innocent smiles, and their charming prattle

uttered in indistinct accents, are soiled by the dust of their sons’ limbs. Hence the

complete cycle of shringara rasa. The repudiation of Shakuntala is no doubt

vipralambha shringara. In this very context, Dr. V. Raghavan in his book Sanskrit

Literature writes:

Whether it is in this short portrayal of love in separation, or in its

ample treatment in his drama, the Abhijnanashakuntala, Kalidasa only
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illustrates his message that it is Separation that is the test of love, that

the suffering of Separation chastens love, that in the fire of Separation

the dross in love's ore is burnt away and a physical fascination

sublimated into a spiritual welding of two souls. Towards the end of

spiritualizing love, Kalidasa employs the Child. The rapturous

description of the child Raghu in the life of Dilipa in the Raghuvamsa

is unequalled; it is again the appearance of the child that ennobles both

the dramas-Shakuntala and Vikramorvasiya. (Raghavan 67)

But it also arouses the pathetic sentiment i.e., karuna rasa.The curse of Durvasa, loss

of Dushyanta’s memory are the cause of the lovers’ suffering. These determinants

have led to the shedding of tears, sorrow and grief for both Dushyanta and

Shakuntala. Such consequents combine with the vyabhicharibhavas like the king’s

fainting to produce karuna rasa. Another example of sorrow in the drama is

Shakuntala’s departure from Kanva’s ashrama; the scene is full of sorrow. There is

tear in everyone’s eyes. Even the dear and the trees shed tears while she is leaving for

her husband’s house. Though Kanva and the other hermits were happy that

Shakuntala was going to her husband’s house but the very realization that their

separation was permanent one could not stop sage Kanva also from sighing in grief:

sfZok–

of:oToB zs'Gtn]lt x[bo+ ;+:k[i6d'Ts07of

s07M :tlDetafikj[lQsn'iflZrGtfh8+ bz{gd\ .

j}SnJo+ dd tfjbLb[zldb+ :g]xfb/0of}s;M

kL8\oGt] u[lx0fM sy+ g' tgoflj˘n]ifb'Mv}g{j}M ..

(IV, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 140)
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The scene of Shakuntala’s departure and the lover’s suffering in separation evokes

karuna rasa in the spectators too. The curse of rishi Durvasa was a result of his anger.

Shakuntala sat in the thoughts of Dushyanta, unmindful to the happenings around her.

She could not listen to Durvasa’s words, which insulted him. This raised the krodha of

the irate stage and he cursed Shakuntala to be forgotten by the person in whose

thoughts she was lost.Thus the curse upon Shakuntala which is an example of raudra

rasa. We see raudra in Shakuntala too:

zs'Gtnf– -;/f]ifd\ ._

cgfo{ cfTdgf] x[bofg'dfg]g k|]If;] . s ObfgLdGof]

wd{s~r'sk|j]lzg:t[0fR5Ggs"kf]kd:o tjfg's[lt+

k|ltkT:ot] . (V, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 186)

In Act V when Dushyanta failed to recognize Shakuntala despite all her trials to

remind him of their intimacy, the calm and innocent girl lost her temper. Such a

reaction by Shakuntala was the result of Dushyanta’s refusal to recognize her and

accept her. These are certain examples of Kalidasa’s treatment of raudra rasa. Veera

rasa is the heroic sentiment that is characterized by expression of energy. The energy

identifies a king. There are only a few instances of veera rasa in the play. In the first

example utsaha is the sthayibhava. In act one when Shakuntala is troubled by a bee

the king steps out from behind the bushes and drags the bee away:

/fhf–-;Tj/d'k;[To ._ cfM .

sMkf}/j] j;'dtL+ zf;lt zfl;tl/ b'lj{gLtfgfd\ .

codfr/Toljgo+ d'Uwf;' tkl:jsGof;' ..

-;jf{ /fhfg+ b[i6f ls+lrlbj ;+e|fGtfM ._

(I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 34)
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This king’s heroic energy is exposed again at the end of act six when Dushyanta

accepts the proposal of Indra to help him fight against the Titans. The example of

adbhuta rasa in Shakuntala is when Dushyanta and Matali pass over Hemakuta, the

king is astonished:

/fhf–-;lj:dod\ ._

pkf]9zAbf g /yfËg]doMk|jt{dfg+ g r b[Zot] /hM .

ce"tn:kz{tof˜lg?4t:tjfjtL0ff]{˜lk /yf] g nIot] ..

(VII, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 260)

He wonders on seeing the chariot glide dustlessly and noiselessly. Such a glide is not

normal to the chariots on the earth. Thus an example of adbhuta rasa in Kashyapa’s

ashrama Dushyanta is again astonished to see the little child Sarvadamana playing

with the lion cubs. This is not common to all children. Hence it is adbhuta for

Dushyanta. But in Sarvadamana it is the veera rasa that is relished. The first act of

Shakuntala shows Shanta rasa. On the hermit’s request the king withdraws his arrow.

The furious mood that ventured to kill the deer now cools down with a desire to get

purified with the sight of the holy hermitage. The tranquility of both the hermitages,

Kanva’s and Kashyapa’s are examples of shanta rasa. Enjoying the serenity of

Kanva’s ashrama Dushyanta describes:

s'NofDef]leM kjgrkn}M zflvgf] wf}td"nf

leGgf] /fuM ls;no?rfdfHow"df]b\ud]g .

Pt] rfjf{u'kjge'lj lR5Ggbef{+s'/fof+

gi6fz+sf xl/0flzzjf] dGbdGb+ r/lGt ..

(I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 20)

Such an example proves Kalidasa’s acceptance for the ninth rasa i.e., the shanta rasa.
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The examples of the various rasas in Shakuntala show Kalidasa’s deep insight into the

Bharata’s rasasutra. Rasa as we know is the sthayibhava produced by the union of

vibhava, anubhava and vyabhicharibhava. It is not just the mixture of these bhavas

that is the cause of rasa. It is their harmonious blending that produces rasa. Broadly

speaking, all these sentiments are only auxiliary to the main one - the shringara rasa.

Thus, to judge the main sentiment in the drama, it is of utmost importance to be

unbiased. The drama is a simple tale of love- separation and reunion of the two lovers

favourable to one another. The sthayibhava (rati) is constantly present and the

sentiment is shringara as Robert E. Goodwin also writes:

But exactly what is the outcome for the rasika? Viewed positively, the

conclusion represents reconciliation with male authority and the

recuperation of female indulgence. It is the stuff of all romance. We

can even say that the shift from ecstatic eroticism to familial

tenderness – the movement from Sakuntala’s breathtaking sexual allure

to her chastened dignity as wife and mother - is all for the good, since

it seems to represent a more balanced ideal of love between man and

woman. (Goodwin 54)

So, Kalidasa in his most cherished play Abhijnanashakuntalam uses shringara rasa not

only to ornament his play but also to elevate love from mere physical pleasure to an

experience that is highly spiritual. Hence the freshness of the play prevails till today.

A poetic genius alone can conceive such a configuration. It is Kalidasa’s genius, who

could write such a wonderful play, where its aesthetic configuration is so perfect that

it outshined all other plays for centuries.
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Development of the Theme in the Play

The play Abhijnanashakuntalam, which is regarded as the masterpiece of

Kalidasa, is about the love of Shakuntala and Dushyanta. The plot moves from

Dushyanta and Shakuntala falling in love to their secret marriage, then their

separation and finally reunion of the lovers. The theme of the drama is based on the

Indian philosophy that true love is immortal. Rabindranath Tagore has explained this

theme of love in Kalidasa’s Abhijnanashakuntalam:

Kalidasa has shown that while infatuation leads to failure beneficence

achieves complete fruition, that beauty is constant only when upheld

by virtue, that the highest form of love is the tranquil, controlled and

beneficent form, that in regulation lies the true charm and lawless

excess, the speedy corruption of beauty. He refuses to acknowledge

passion as the supreme glory of love; he proclaims goodness as the

final goal of love. (Krishnamachariar 590)

The dramatized legend opens in the hermitage of Kanva where Dushyanta falls in

love at first sight with Shakuntala and so much attracted by her beauty:

/fhf–pkkBt] .

dfg'ifLif' sy+ jf :ofb:o ?k:o ;+ejM .

g k|eft/n+ Hof]lt?b]lt j;'wftnft\ ..

-zs'Gtnf˜wf]d'vL lti7lt ._ (I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 42)

As the king says Anasuya is right that how else among mortal women there could be

the birth of such beauty. The flash with quivering light arises not from the surface of

the earth.Hearing this, Shakuntala stands with down-cast looks. Unfortunately the

curse of Durvasa falls upon their tender love. The lovers separate as Dushyanta’s

memory fails to recognize Shakuntala. Ironically when he recollects his beloved she is
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not near him. Finally the lovers meet in Kashyapa’s hermitage. The “complete

fruition” of their love is their son Sarvadamana who in history was known as Bharata.

As Maricha tells the king in course of a conversation blessing his son to be a universal

sovereign:

df/LrM– tyfefljgd]g+ rqmjlt{gdjuR5t' ejfg\ . kZo .

/y]gfg'4ftl:tldtultgf tL0f{hnlwM

k'/f ;KtåLkf+ holt j;'wfdk|lt/yM .

Oxfo+ ;Œjfgf+ k|;ebdgfT;j{bdgM

k'gof{:oTofVof+ e/t Olt nf]s:o e/0fft\ ..

/fhf–eujtf s[t;+:sf/] ;j{dl:dGjodfzf:dx] ..

(VII, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 292)

He tells the king that having crossed the sea in a chariot whose motion is steady being

free from jolting; he will conquer the earth consisting of the seven continents with no

antagonistic warrior. Moreover, here, from his forcibly subduing all the animals, he is

called sarvadamana; but again, by his proctection of the world, he will acquire the

name ‘Bharata’ (the protector).

The dramatists of Indian classical literature took themes from epic history.

These stories were always the vikhyata (famous) ones. The purpose to do this was that

the audience enjoyed fully. The story of Shakuntala is believed to have been taken

from the great epic The Mahabharata. In the Rigveda there is only the mention of “the

Bharatas as a warlike tribe” (Singh 53). Here there is no reference to the love of

Shakuntala and Dushyanta. In the thirteenth book of Satapatha Bramhana the name

“Shakuntala” is repeated several times. But the repetition is not to describe the love
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story of Dushyanta and Shakuntala. Her name is used in the context of her sacrifice.

Rajan says that in Satapatha Brahmana we get the earliest reference to Shakuntala.

In the last sections of the Satapatha Brahmana that are devoted wholly to a

description of the rituals of the Horse-sacrifice (Ashva Medha Yajna), where the

names of some of the Kings who performed them are mentioned, we come across to

this line:

“In Nadapit, the Apsara Shakuntala conceived (bore) Bharata”. This is

the earliest literary reference to Shakuntala and her son (the little boy

Sarvadamana in the play) who performed many horse-sacrifices [...].

The original story of Shakuntala referred to in the SB (Satapatha

Brahmana) is lost to us; we have only a very long and earthy version

of it is the epic. (Rajan 80)

The Mahabharata, the Bhagavata and the Padmapurana are believed to be the three

major sources of the great Indian play Abhijnanashakuntalam. But it is more widely

accepted that Kalidasa is more indebted to the “Mahabharata” for the making of

Abhijnanashakuntalam. As inscribed in the Mahabharata and the Puranas, Dushyanta

was a “Chandravanshi Maharaja”, belonging to the lunar dynasty, the descendant of

Puru. Shakuntala was born from the union of the celestial nymph Menaka and

Maharshi Vishvamitra. She grew up in sage Kanva’s hermitage as his daughter. It is

in Kanva’s hermitage that Dushyanta saw Shakuntala for the first time and fell in love

with her. They married secretly, the gandharva way. Dushyanta left Shakuntala in the

hermitage and went back to Hastinapur. Later Shakuntala too was sent near him. But

Dushyanta failed to recognize her.

The theme of Shakuntala has been drawn from the Mahabharata but it

“deviates at several places from the narrative of its source” (Upadhyaya 282). In the
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play by Kalidasa sage Kanva is away from the hermitage. He is on his pilgrimage to

propitiate Gods to ward off the impending misfortune of his foster daughter. This is

known to the audience in the first act when the hermits tell it to Dushyanta:

/fhf–clk ;+lglxtf]˜q s'nkltM .

j}vfg;M–ObfgLd]j b'lxt/+ zs'Gtnfdltly;Tsf/fo

lgo'Ho b}jd:ofM k|lts"n+ zdlot'+ ;f]dtLy{+ utM ..

(I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 20)

But the legend in Mahabharata shows sage Kanva to be absent from the hermitage

only for the very moment. Amal Dhari Singh in his Kalidasa: A Critical Study has

compared and contrasted Kalidasa’s creation and the Mahabharata story of

Shakuntala:

Kalidasa introduces Dushyanta as a childless king. So marriage

becomes a necessity. In the Mahabharata the king marries for

pleasure. At first glance, the proposal for the marriage seems quite

abrupt. In the Abhijnanashakuntala the lover and the beloved get

sufficient time to know each other and their love-affair is known to

Shakuntala’s friends. (Singh 54)

In the play Abhijnanashakuntalam, new characters were introduced to satisfy the

needs of drama. Kalidasa created Priyamvada and Anasuya as the companions of

Shakuntala. These characters were introduced not just to tease and play with

Shakuntala. It is they who saw and understood the growing love of Shakuntala for

Dushyanta. Their teasing and flattering provoked innocent Shakuntala to express her

love in words:

zs'Gtnf–;lv otM k|e[lt dd bz{gkydfutM ;

tkf]jg/lIftf /fhlif{M . -OTowf]{Qm] nHhf+ gf6olt ._
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pe]–syot' lk|o;vL .

zs'Gtnf– tt cf/Eo tb\ut]gflenfif]0f}tbj:yfl:d ;+j[Qf .

(III, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 98)

Each incident in Shakuntala’s life was known to them – her love, marriage and even

the curse that fell upon her. It is important to note that Shakuntala did not know about

the curse up to the last act, her friends kept it as secret:

cg;"of– lk|o+jb] åof]/]j gf} d'v] Pif j[QfGtl:ti7t' .

/lIftAof vn' k|s[ltk]njf lk|o;vL .

(IV, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 126)

In fact, only Priyamvada and Anasuya knew that Shakuntala was cursed. It is due to

Priyamvada’s request that Durvasa said the method of nullifying the effect of the

curse. A. K. Warder has stated that the story mainly differs due to the introduction of

the curse:

Kalidasa in his play, a nataka in seven acts, has varied this story chiefly

by introducing the curse of a sage angered by the negligence of

Shakuntala in love, which causes Dushyanta genuinely to forget

Shakuntala and not to recognize her when she comes to his palace.

(Warder 149)

The curse of Durvasa is a genuine reason for Shakuntala being forgotten by

Dushyanta. In the Mahabharata it is Shakuntala who tells the story of her birth. She

agrees to marry Dushayanta on the condition that her son would be Dushyanta’s

successor. The love affair is not a complete secret in the play. It is known to

Priyamvada and Anasuya. Kanva when he returns from the pilgrimage approves the
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marriage and sends pregnant Shakuntala immediately to Hastinapur. But in the

Mahabharata the story differs:

…they marry by the aristocratic rite of simple mutual consent. But

Dushyanta returns to his palace and Shakuntala remains at the

hermitage, where a son is born to her. When he is six years old she

takes him to the emperor, but he disowns them. Finally a voice in the

air confirms that the boy is Dushyanta’s son. (Warder 148)

Some scholars have interpreted that in the Mahabharata version, Shakuntala was sent

to Dushyanta when her son was nine years old. Scholars may vary in their

interpretations, but the fact is that in the Mahabharata Bharata was born in Kanva’s

ashrama. Kalidasa gives a dramatic twist with the introduction of Durvasa’s curse.

There is no abrupt ending. The climax is reached in the fifth act when Dushyanta fails

to recognize Shakuntala. The veil is removed out of Dushyanta’s memory in the sixth

act only after the fisherman appears with the signet ring. Now it is his turn to suffer

and pine. Indra’s invitation to Dushyanta to fight against the demons and the couple

meeting in Kashyapa’s ashrama are all created by Kalidasa. The variations in the first

to fifth acts can more truly be said as the reshuffling of the episodes of Shakuntala in

the Mahabharata. But the sixth and seventh acts are creations of Kalidasa’s genius.

These acts show clearly the strong support of Kalidasa for the ideals of Hindu

religion. Birth of Bharata and the reunion of the separated hearts show that

“beneficence achieves complete fruition” (Krishnamachariar 590). The two meeting

places of the lovers – Kanva’s ashrama and Kashyapa’s ashrama symbolize love as a

holy deed. In the course of the play Kalidasa has uplifted the passionate love to the

spiritual level. Each scene has its own significance. Shakuntala’s name is erased from
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the memory of the king. In act five he denies the hermits from Kanva’s ashrama to

have known Shakuntala:

zfª\u{/jM –ef] /fhg\ lsldlt hf]ifdf:ot] .

/fhf–ef]:tkf]wgfM lrGtoGglk g vn' :jLs/0fdqejTofM

:d/fld . tTsylddfdleJoQm;ŒjnIf0ff+ k|TofTdfg+

If]lq0fdfzÍdfgM k|ltkT:o] .

(V, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 178)

His memory of Shakuntala has been stone walled by Durvasa’s curse. To nullify the

curse the signet ring is essential. But it fell into the Ganga. Hence, there occurs the

separation. It is in this separation that matured the lovers and spiritualized their love.

But the signet ring is the only means that could remind Dushyanta of his forgotten

love. Hence the fisherman episode is incorporated for the restoration of the signet

ring. The recovery of the ring intensifies the agony of separation. Dushyanta now

mourns for Shakuntala. The lovers should reunite. The place chosen by Kalidasa is

where the heaven and the earth have met. It is in Kashyapa’s hermitage where he

meets his wife Shakuntala. This time Shakuntala is not with Priyamvada and Anasuya

but with their son Sarvadamana. On seeing the child his heart is filled with the

affection of a father. He was returning from Indra’s kingdom that he saw the beautiful

hermitage. It is his son Sarvadamana who finally becomes the medium to reunite

Dushyanta with Shakuntala. Amal Dhari Singh gives his views on the theme of

Abhijnanashakuntalam as:

Thus, Kalidasa has represented the old theme according to the high

ideals of Hindu Religion. He has modified the story with his poetic

imagination. His Abhijnanashakuntalam occupies the supreme rank in
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the presentation of ideal love in the whole range of Sanskrit Dramatic

literature. (Singh 56)

Both the hermitages are places of union and are holy places. Kanva’s hermitage is the

place of physical union and Kashyapa’s hermitage is the place of spiritual union.

Mutual suffering of the lovers elevates their love from physical charm to moral

beauty. The synthesis of spiritual love is through separation. Shakuntala is partly

responsible for her fate “the curse” she brings on her love is due to her own

negligence. But Dushyanta is in no way responsible for his suffering as it is hinted in

her response to Dushyanta when he falls at her feet:

zs'Gtnf–plQi7Tjfo{k'qM . g"g+ d] ;'rl/tk|ltaGws+

k'/fs[t+ t]if' lbj;]if' kl/0ffdfled'vdf;LB]g

;fg'qmf]zf]˜Kofo{k'qf] dlo lj/;M ;+j[QM .

(VII, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 280)

Here, Shakuntala appeals her lover to get up. She tells him that certainly an evil deed

done by her in a past life obstructing the action of her virtue (merit) was in those days

about to bear its fruit , by which her lover, although compassionate by nature, became

hard-hearted towards her. Moral maturity in the lovers is mainly due to the divine

intervention. Fate plays a crucial role through the unexpected curse of Durvasa, then

the signet ring falls in the river Ganga, the recovery of the ring by the fisherman,

Indra’s invitation.

Nature in the Play

In the play Kalidasa has laid out several worlds. First the world of Shakuntala

is the green world of nature. Shakuntala is portrayed as the “Lady of Nature”. She is

the child of nature. She has sisterly affection to the trees in the hermitage as it can be

grasped in the dialogue between Anasuya and Shakuntala:
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cg;"of–xnf zs'Gtn] TjQf]˜lk tftsfZok:of>dj[IfsfM

lk|ot/f Olt ts{ofld . o]g gjdflnsfs';'dk]njflk

Tjd]t]iffdfnjfnk"/0f] lgo'Qmf .

zs'Gtnf–g s]jn+ tftlgof]u Pj . cl:t d] ;f]b/:g]xf]˜Ko]t]if' .

-Olt j[If;]rg+ ?kolt ._ (I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 24)

Anasuya thinks that the trees in the hermitage are dearer to Father Kashyapa even

than Shakuntala; for which reason she, though tender like the blossom of Jesmine, is

appointed by him to fill the basins of these trees with water. Shakuntala replies that it

is not only by Father’s direction that she does that work, but she has also sisterly

affection too for these. Right from her birth she was abandoned by Menaka. She was

growing in the care of the birds. There is also a bird called “Shakunta”. So the girl in

the lap of the birds was named “Shakuntala”. Kanva, who named her so, found her

abandoned and adopted her as his daughter. She grew up to a young girl in his

hermitage, in a surrounding where nature stood undisturbed. The affection between

Nature and Shakuntala is so deep that Kanva first requests Nature to allow Shakuntala

to go to her husband’s place:

sfZok–ef] ef]M ;+lglxtf:tkf]jgt/jM .

kft'+ g k|yd+ Joj:olt hn+ o'idf:jkLt]if' of

gfbQ] lk|od08gflk ejtf+ :g]x]g of kNnjd\ .

cfB] jM s';'dk|;"lt;do] o:of ejTo'T;jM

;]o+ oflt zs'Gtnf kltu[x+ ;j}{/g'1fotfd\ ..

(IV, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 142)
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Requesting the neighbouring trees of the penance-groves, he says that she, who never

attempts to drink water first, when they have not drunk it ( i.e., before they are

watered), she who, though fond of ornaments, never plucks their leaves through

affection for them, to whom it is a festivity when they first put forth their blossoms,

that same Shakuntala now departs to her husband’s house; so they are requested for

her permission.The whole action of the play centers round this Lady of Nature. It is

Dushayanta’s world that distracts the attention from the hermitage of Kanva to the

palace and pleasure gardens of Hastinapur. All greenery vanishes with Shakuntala.

Even the painting in the sixth act could not restore the happening of her magical

world as it is reflected in the comment of the king:

/fhf–s[t+ g s0ff{lk{taGwg+ ;v] lz/Lifdfu08ljnlDas];/d\ .

g jf z/RrGb|d/Llrsf]dn+ d[0ffn;"q+ /lrt :tgfGt/] ..

(VI, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 232)

Here the king comments that a shirisha flower with its stalk fastened on her ear and its

filaments hanging down to the cheeks, has not been painted; nor has a necklace of

lotus-fibres tender like a beam of the autumnal moon, been drawn between

her breasts. The green world stood only as a mirage. Shakuntala’s world is the world

of love, of external beauty. Here there is the physical union of the lovers. Dushyanta’s

world i.e., the urban world separates the lovers. The resolution is not to take place in

any of these worlds. Kalidasa “finds its resolution in yet another world – a higher

world that is inaccessible to ordinary mortals and which partakes of the quality of

timelessness” (Rajan 45). The reunion is not like that of the first act, bodily union. It

is the union of the inner souls. So they unite in the place of highest penance, i.e., in

the world of Kashyapa and Aditi. It is a world where heaven and earth meet. Mortals

could reach there only after proving themselves. Dushyanta had to defeat the demons
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before he could enter this world. Chandra Rajan has commented on Kalidasa’s fine

demarcation between these worlds:

No overt comment is made about the relative merits of these several

worlds, nor is a stark contrast drawn between one and the other, for it

is not characteristic of Kalidasa’s poetic vision to see experience in

simple black and white terms. (Rajan 46)

Kalidasa instead of commenting and contrasting gives his readers a wonderful

opportunity to experience and enjoy the beauty of each world.

The play is a wonderful combination of romance and fairytale elements. The

play is located in the mythic past; it was the time when men could move with Gods. It

was a time when beings from both the worlds came together to maintain order in the

universe. They helped each other in the time of need like Dushyanta protects Indra by

driving away the Titans. It was also the time when heavenly beings made love with

mortals. Shakuntala is the daughter of Menaka and Vishvamitra. Menaka was an

apsara from Indra’s court and Vishvamitra was a sage. Shakuntala was born from the

womb of a fairy and therefore is herself a fairy. Apsaras are believed to be airy

beings. Thus the very origin of Shakuntala is from nature. No wonder that she had an

inclination towards nature. Each part of her body has a reflection of nature’s beauty:

cw/Mls;no/fuM sf]dnlj6kfg'sfl/0ff} afx" .

s';'dldj nf]egLo+ of}jgdË]if' ;+g4d\ ..

(I, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 28)

It means her lip has the redness of young sprouts; her arms imitate tender twigs; and

her youth attractive like a blossom, pervades all her limbs.

The play presents a heroine very different from other heroines. In the play

Kalidasa has never brought his heroine out of the world of nature. He has
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characterized her as very sensitive. She could not adjust in the glittering gilded world

of the Pururavas. So in this play, Shakuntala is never seen interacting with the world

of Dushyanta. The only instance when she came to the palace is in act five. This entry

into the glittering world gave her no happiness but only betrayal. She was repudiated

by her husband. This is the only play where the heroine, the king’s wife, the lady who

gave birth to the king’s heir did not come in contact with the other queens and ladies

of the palace. She is the heroine who in her infancy was abandoned by her parents.

Her husband too fails to recognize her. Finally the ascetics also abandon her and

return back to the hermitage. Thus she stands alone, abandoned by all. The tragedy

she faces is unique. Her trial is also a special one. It is not in the royal court that her

issue is raised. She stands for justice near the “raised enclosure of the Mystic Fire” in

the king’s palace. Ironically Agni, the fire God, was the witness at the time of their

marriage and now he sees her repudiation. The only similarity between Shakuntala

and the other heroines in the Sanskrit dramas is that she is finally reunited with her

husband. It is clearly seen in the dialogue between Maricha and the king:

df/LrM –-Ps}s+ lglb{zg\ ._

lbi6\of zs'Gtnf ;fWjL ;bkToldb+ ejfg\ .

>4f ljQ+ ljlw˘r]lt lqto+ tT;dfutd\ ..

/fhf–eujg\ . k|fulek]|tfl;l4M . k˘rf2z{gd\ .

ctf]˜k"j{M vn' jf]˜g'u|xM . s'tM .

pb]lt k"j{+ s';'d+ ttM kmn+ 3gf]boM k|fStbgGt/+ koM .

lgldQg}ldlQsof]/o+ qmd:tj k|;fb:o k'/:t' ;+kbM ..

dftlnM – Pj+ ljwftf/M k|;LblGt .

(VII, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 288)
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Pointing to each, Maricha says that the virtuous Shakuntala, the noble boy, and His

Honour; fortunately the triad of Faith, Fortune and Performance, is here united.

Addressing Maricha Divine sir, the king says that first the fulfillment of desires;

afterwards the favor of him, therefore, it is indeed marvelous. For, first appears the

flower and then the fruit; first the rising up of clouds, afterwards the shower of water;

this is the order of cause and effect; but prosperity comes before the favor of him.

After that Maricha says that thus do rulers of destiny show their favor.

Another significant thing to be noted in the play is that it is not only

Shakuntala but the whole play has little to do with the affairs of the court. Except for

the scene of Shakuntala’s repudiation the main action of drama takes place in the

hermitage of Kanva, the garden of Dushyanta’s palace and finally the penance groves

of Kashyapa. Yes, Dushyanta’s recollection of Shakuntala in the fisherman episode

takes place in the palace. The time period of Shakuntala’s absence from Dushyanta’s

memory is the span when Shakuntala is totally absent from the play. Thus, the

glittering world of Dushyanta has no room for the lady of nature, Shakuntala. When

Shakuntala becomes a memory for Dushyanta, Shakuntala’s world is seen again. It is

not experienced directly but is expressed in the painting of Shakuntala. Dushyanta

only recollects the beautiful surroundings of Kanva’s ashrama where Shakuntala

lived. In the final act Shakuntala’s world is back, but now it is highly sanctified. Then

in the last scene of the very same act there is a reference to the returning of Dushyanta

with his wife Shakuntala and son Sarvadamana to the palace i.e.,to the world of the

king. But this returning to the palace is only referred to in the drama. In the action of

drama this does not really happen.
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Justification of the Title in the Play

The title of the play Abhijnanashakuntalam has the theme hidden in it.

Etymologically Abhijnana means “Recognition”. Thus, the title translated to English

means “Recognition Shakuntala”. Recognition by whom? It is the king Dushyanta

who recognizes his wife Shakuntala:

/fhf– lk|o] qmf}o{dlk d] Tjlo k|o'Qmdg's"nkl/0ffd+ ;+j[Q+

obxldbfgL+ Tjof k|Tole1ftdfTdfg+ kZofld .

zs'Gtnf – -cfTdutd\ ._

x[bo ;df˘jfl;lx ;df˘jl;lx .

kl/ToQmdT;/]0ffg'slDktfl:d b}j]g . cfo{k'qM vNj]ifM .

(VII, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 278)

Addressing her darling, the king tells her that even the cruelty inflicted by him upon

her has come to have a favorable end, since he now finds himself recognized by her.

Then talking to herself, Shakuntala appeals her heart to take consolation and further

says that she is commiserated by Fate having set aside its spite. Now only she gets

sure that he is indeed her husband. He had forgotten her as a result of the curse of

Durvasa. But this recognition is not only of the physical being Shakuntala, but of the

inner beauty of the “Lady of Nature”. Rajan has explained what the meaning of

recognition stands for in the context of the play:

What is knowing? The king at first knew Shakuntala carnally, as an

object; and frankly as an object of pleasure. She is a flower to smell, a

gem to hold and an ornament to wear. She is hardly a person to him. It

is only at the close of the play that he sees her as a person and knows

her truly. Something has to be added to his view of her to make him
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see her as a “person” of intrinsic beauty and not merely a beautiful

object. (Rajan 86)

When Dushyanta saw Shakuntala for the first time, he was attracted by the physical

charm of her body. But he has to know her soul. This could be possible only through a

long separation and grief. Shakuntala was cursed by Durvasa and as a result of the

curse Dushyanta refused to accept her. Hence, there occurs the separation between the

lovers. But in the fisherman scene Dushyanta realizes his mistake. The guilt of

repudiating Shakuntala opened the eyes of Dushyanta. He could now see the beauty of

her soul.

In the seventh act he sees Shakuntala not as beautiful as she was when he first

saw her. She is no more in the prime of her youth:

/fhf– -zs'Gtnf+ ljnf]So ._

co] ;]odqejtL zs'Gtnf o}iff .

j;g] kl/w";/] j;fgf lgodIffdd'vL w[t}sj]l0fM .

cltlgis?0f:o z'4zLnf dd bL3{+ lj/xj|t+ laelt{ ..

(VII, The Abhijnanashakuntalam of Kalidasa 276)

Here she stands dressed in dusky garments and her face fined thin from observing

strictest vows. He sees that the glow of Shakuntala’s skin has reduced with time. But

he could see the soul of Shakuntala is set aglow. In their course of separation

Dushyanta’s thought is perfected. He is now matured. He could now see the true self

of Shakuntala, i.e., the beauty of her soul.
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V. Conclusion

The play Abhijnanashakuntalam or Shakuntala is an unparalleled work of the

great poet and playwright Kalidasa whose works are considered as a most important

contribution to take Sanskrit literature to the front position of all other literatures. No

other composition of this poet displays more the richness of poetical genius, the

warmth and play of fancy, the profound knowledge of human heart than this masterly

production. His plays are not completely a reproduction of the epic. They have only

inspired Kalidasa. He has manipulated these stories so beautifully that they seem

original. The last two acts of Shakuntala are Kalidasa’s own creation. The simple,

direct and brief dialogues make his language easy and effective. His power of

characterization reveals his clear understanding of the tender emotions of human

heart. Kalidasa knew well that no heart accepts a tragic end to life. Hindu philosophy

too believes that there is light after every darkness. Hence, no story of Kalidasa ends

in permanent separation of the lovers. He was concentrated equally on theme, plot,

dialogue, characterization and poetry.

All the plays of Kalidasa are based on the theme of love. He does not simply

present a love story in the format of a drama. He rather depicts the emotional love. He

understands clearly all the aspects of human life and passion. He has given

importance to the moral and ethical values of the society. Shakuntala and Dushyanta

unite only after Gandharva marriage. His love theme is mainly based upon the

emotions of women. His description of women is not as a subordinate of man. Rather

he gives her an individual identity. She is beyond a mere character. Her feelings and

emotions are expressed like his own. Every drama is incomplete without its natural

surroundings. Kalidasa has dealt in detail each aspect of India. The geographical

features include the beauty of Indian mountains, clouds and lakes too. The flora and
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fauna are given equal importance. Sometimes they are personified. In the scene of

Shakuntala’s departure the deer holds the hem of her garment. The koel sings, trees

give silk garments and ornaments to wear. The structure of society, the stages of

Hindu life, Ashrams, types of marriage, birth, marital and death rites are all included

in his plays. His architectonic skill is par excellence. The stage technique is mastered

by him. Each scene gives a hint to the proceeding scene. Like in

Abhijnanashakuntalam the first act reveals that sage Kanva has gone to Somatirtha to

pacify Shakuntala’s adverse fate. The beauty of his plays is multiplied by its excellent

verses.

Kalidasa who represents the Augustan age of Sanskrit poetry is a versatile and

exceptional talent. The lyrical grace of his poetry is exhibited through his simple and

lucid style. There are three major styles of poetry viz. the vaidharbhi, the panchali and

the gaudi. Out of which vaidharbhi is considered the best. And Kalidasa’s creations

are the best examples of vaidharbhi style. The similes he has used are incomparable

for its naturality and spontaneity and the sources of which range from mythology,

nature, shruti, smriti to vyakaranas and shastras. Kalidasa through his penetrating

insight opened up the hidden meaning of the objects. Kalidasa has not only employed

similes in his poetry. He has also included a variety of metres. Upajati, mandakrantha,

and anushtupa are the metres he has often used. Indravajra and upendravajra are two

more metres that the poet has used to combine variety and melody in his verse.

Shakuntala is a fine example as she is the “Lady of Nature”. Nature is also personified

in Kalidasa’s works. A few examples of nature personified by Kalidasa are -the

Madhavi creeper that twines itself with the mango tree in Abhijnanashakuntalam and

the mango buds do not bloom as the king is sad. Kalidasa is a lover of nature, but

never separates it from human sentiments. Broadly speaking, his description of nature
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is not limited to Earth. It extends to several worlds, like the types of worlds he has so

beautifully portrayed in Meghadutam and Abhijnanashakuntalam.

Kavya aims at aesthetic pleasure, i.e. rasa. Rasa is created by the causes of

emotions, vibhavas and the effects of emotions, anubhavas. In the true sense of the

term, there is no vibhava in poetry or fiction. The poet writes and the reader creates

them through their imagination. But in drama the spectator need not have to trouble

their imagination. They see everything enacted on the stage. The art of gesticulation

(abhinaya) includes all forms of fine arts – poetry, music, dance, painting etc. In

drama we get music from songs, speech from dialogues and the art of painting from

scenic arrangements. All these help to bring out the sentiments of the spectator. Every

dramatist aims at the production of total aesthetic pleasure in his spectators. Kalidasa

has concentrated mainly on the hero and the heroine. The characters in the drama are

basically defined by the type of sentiments they arouse. A dramatist works hard to

arouse the similar sentiment of the hero and the heroine in the spectators. On the part

of the spectators they too struggle to grab the emotions. But for Kalidasa’s plays the

spectators enjoy the sentiments without any effort. Kalidasa also takes full care not to

make his acts lengthy and tiresome. He fills it with rasa.

In any Sanskrit drama the prevailing sentiment of the hero should be shringara

or veera or at times karuna. For the heroine the most familiar sentiment chosen is the

erotic sentiment. Abhijnanashakuntalam is an example where the hero and the heroine

are both portrayed to relish shringara rasa. Shringara rasa is the prevailing sentiment

in Kalidasa’s plays. Shakuntala and Dushyanta enjoy both the aspects of the erotic

sentiment. They meet in the hermitage of Kanva and love each other. In the first three

acts of the drama Kalidasa applies sambhoga shringara rasa. From the time Dushyanta

leaves Shakuntala waiting for him Kalidasa introduces vipralambha shringara rasa.
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These two aspects of shringara rasa one after the other dominates the drama.

Shakuntala is not just a love story where lovers unite, separate and reunite. It is a

drama where Kalidasa has given the true meaning of love. Here love gets matured

through separation. The basic vibhava of shringara rasa is beauty. An artist never

loses any opportunity in representing this beauty in art. Through this representation

rasa is created. Through his treatment of rasa Kalidasa in his play has dealt with both

levels of beauty, physical and spiritual. But it is so obvious that Kalidasa is not

concerned only with the sambhoga shringara where there is only physical union. He

concentrates on the spiritualization of love which is made possible only through

separation. Henceforth, the vipralambha shringara gets resulted to the exposure of the

inner spiritual beauty of the lovers. Now, it clearly shows that love cannot end; true

love has to continue on its own path. Here, Shakuntala’s and Dushyanta’s love gets

continued to flourish through their offspring Sarvadamana, who by his protection of

the world, will acquire the name “Bharata.” Thus, Kalidasa applies the very dominant

sentiment-shringara in his play Abhijnanashakuntalam to elevate love from mere

physical pleasure to an experience that is highly spiritual.
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